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The life of a dreamer, the days of a business and 

the nights in between 

GOT TO GIVE IT UP (PART 1) MARVIN GAYE 
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ENTSCQNTENTSCONTENTSCONTENTSCONTENTSCONTENTSCONTEN f CONTE 

Which Onf Did 

Vou Get? 

Once and for all giving the lie to that old 

"grass is always greener" idea, this issue 

of SPY ha$ been published under two 

cavers, both of which are so perfectly 

amusing that nobody starts to "kinda" 

wish they’d bought the other one a few 

minutes after purchase. 

Gore, 
MBS 
The IVIediuivi is a IVIess 3£> 

Disgusting art is yesterday's news, appreciates Mark Kramer. Any "issues" the tax-paying pub¬ 

lic may have had with art ssrs filling museums with blood, fetes, or half a cow pickled in formaldehyde 

it has largely gotten over. Time for a different scandal: like, how much would it matter if a lot of the 

more disgusting stuff—Karen Finley's yam suppository; Shwarzkogler s self-castration—never ac¬ 

tually happened? 

30 Over 30 44 
In line with the morbid theme of this issue, SPY serves up the definitive index of celebrities 

you thought were in r heir twenties but who are actually in their thirties. Our point is not that 

there’s something wrong with being over thirty. There isn't, unless you make your living pre¬ 

tending to be a ten-year old on a sitcom. Then you're being deceptive* 

Are You there, God?_I Have a Few 

TNOUGHTS OM THE INTERNET 
Look at the shelves! Look at till die hooks purporting to address weighty issues of sweeping social rel¬ 

evance—date rape, Prozac, the info-revolution—which, when you open them, hold little more than the 

college reminiscences of some young, pushy, female Harvard graduate! Toby Young wiggles his hand 

around in the void behind the ivy. 
■f 

Rogue: again? 

Rogue may or may not be a saucy men's magazine with a past, which may or may not have 

included articles by Normal Mailer and Tom Wolfe. It may or may not be the case that the new¬ 

ly revamped Rogue consists entirely of fawning articles about celebrities and service pieces about 

extreme sports and how to cure baldness. It may or may not be the case that Rogue is contem¬ 

plating a sptxif to try to inject emergency supplies of irony into their editorial. All of this may 

or may not be true. But we re acting as if it is. 

Victimless Grimes That Hurt Us All 30 
Back pain, social disintegration, and other certain perils of surrendering your seat to an old 

or pregnant person while using public transport. By Dan Bova. 

Dead fVlen Who Could Save the World 3^ 

Changing attitudes towards sex and self-fulfillment itre part of modern life, but how did we 

ever convince ourselves that we couldn’t find a use for a magic box that gives anyone who sits 

in it an orgasm? Will Self laments the passing of nutty Viennese psychotherapist Wilhelm 

Reich, whose discredited invention, the orgone accumulator, would really hit the Spot fight 

about now. 

Caver Information: Photography by Roderick Angle; hair and makeup by John Toth; model: 

Scott McNeif/Gramercy. Clothing courtesy of Banana Republic, chain saw courtesy of Gasnitk 

Supply, NYCt puppy courtesy of International Kennel Club, NYC, 212-755-0100. No animals 

were harmed during the production of this magazine. 
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IMOT-SO“NEW STYLES 

FOR FALL 

TOP: Wilhelm Reich's box of high jinks, 

MIDDLE: Rock Stars. BOTTOM: The 

Nazis being treated as if they were one 

great big joke in the pages of a magazine. 

KIMS 
Contributors b 

Body-prints of the people who write for SPY, 

Lt I I FRS TO 
Letters. 

Great Expectations 

The joy of taking it easy, Shedoek Holmes style, 

Disgruntled Former Employee 64 

Someone who used to work for Mari all Carey pops his cork. 

Diary of a Frank 16 

Just how disgusting is it to visit a sausage factory? 

HI STORY TOOAY 18 

Ancestors of the Lilith Fair, plus the NY Titties on what's "hip3' and what's "funky/" 

Separated at Birth 

Plus, the latest news on the Daisy Fuentes Honorary Professorship campaign, 

Reader Contest 21 

The inaugural round of the SPY New Yorker ""Cartoon" Competition. 

Shophons! 22 
The new SPY service section that has nobody talking.. .yet! 

>C IV!arks the Cognoscente 23 

America's gossip columnists ranked by the number ol X's in their Rolodexes, 

Celebrity Clout Test 24 

Though dead, Robert Mite hum still gets into more restaurants than David Caruso, 

German h- Language -+- Innovation -h 

Strangeness 25 

Ich bin feeling eine kleme strange lately. 

Murder Adjectives 2B 

When to use "senseless/ When to say "brutal/1 A chart. 

Party Poop 28 

Deathbed dramas. 
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Their M ace Ml oven it 
Jonathan Barrett 

When not reminding children of Dorothy Parkers time- 

tested adage "Eternity is two people and a ham," Jonathan 

Barrett ("An Hour-Long Re-Appraisal of the Sausage Making 

Process on the 1119th Birthday of Upton Sinclair," pages 3 6- 

17 arid "Perhaps Sir Would Like to Wait at the Bar...Until 

He Dies}" pages 24-25), a safety maven, reaches messengers 

crucial but forgotten tips, such as "A scooter is for two, nor roo 

many!" With this report, Mr. Barrett doses in on his goal of 

becoming the most prolific voice in the ongoing debate over 

processed meats. He knows what's for dinner, A resident of 

the famed "Gateway to Harlem," Jonarhan works right here 

at SPY Also, his hand is even bigger than the imprint you see 

to your right. Perhaps twice as big! 

Pt T ER WEVERKA 

Peter Weverkas {"German Compound Nouns, ' page 25} 

glimpse into the foibles of the average German mind with 

his catalogue of odd compound nouns may well be the de¬ 

finitive work on the topic, but probably is not. In fact, except 

for a few Teutonic grunts that he got from WW1I movies 

and book editors (Schnell!), Mr. Weverlca does not know any 

German. The San Francisco-based writer is the author ofTbe 

Complete Reference: Office '97, Dunnnm 101: Office '97, and sev¬ 

en other computer books, each with a colon in its title. Hey, 

it's a living. Peter's humor—nothing related to computers, 

thank God—has appeared in Harper’s and the Exquisite Corpse. 

This is his first foray onto the pages of SPY. 

William Monahan 
William Monahan contributed nothing to this issue but 

the word “Rogue" (first use, page 56], for which he was paid 

$500, making him, quite possibly, the highest-paid freelance 

writer in history. He is ignorant of the use or uses to which 

this word will be put. If there is a porn mag named Rogue, for 

example, operating out of a dumpster in Salt Lake CiryT it is 

not his problem legally. This is not his thumb-print. So don’t 

go making a cast of it in latex and wearing it on your thumb 

when you go around killing people, signing for cars, and pre¬ 

tending to be him. Mr, Monahan lives in New York, He will 

be contributing to SPY whenever he feels like it, and anyone 

who doesn’t like it can fuck off. 

Will Self 

“Will Self™" is a parent-pending method of cleaning 

swimming pools without the use of either unwieldy equip¬ 

ment or unsightly staff In the manuals Afy idea of Fun and 

Great Apes —to be published by Grove Atlantic in the Fall— 

the "Will Self™” Method is expounded at length. “Dead 

Men Who Could Save the World" [page 34}, Selfs column, 

appears monthly. 
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SURF THE NET FROM THE PALM OF YOUR HAND? 

T STUDIO-QUALITY VIDEOS WITHOUT THE STUDIO? 

RECORD MUSIC ON A 24NCH MINI DISC? SO WHY ARE THEY 

LOOKING FOR INTELLIGENT LIFE ON OTHER PLANETS? 

Why pon't (they point those satellite dishes at Sharp? 

They'd get a close-up look at the way Sharp not only 

pioneers technologies like Liquid Crystal Display and 

Flash Memory but turns them into digital products so 

innovative, they change the way you play. And work. 

So you can take pictures without film, Hang a 2,5-thick 

video monitor on the walk Even pick up your e-mail 

from a handheld PC, And that's just the stuff we can 

talk about. But stay tuned. Because when a sharp 

mind is turned loose, anything can happen. 

Handheld 
Communicator 

Digital 
Viewc am 

MiniDisc 
Audio 

LCD 
Monitors 

FROM SHARP MINDS COME SHARP PRODUCTS TfWI 

Jl 



TEftSLElTERSLETTERSLETTERLETTERSLETTERSLETTERSLETTERLETTERSL 

From the SPY 
IVl AILROOM 

Nobody says “BOO!11 anymore, even at 

Halloween. It's like the way people only 

say “Ask a stupid question...” and then 

let the sentence sort of tail out, because 

they feel embarrassed about saying the 

”get a stupid answer" part, You can only 

say "BQQ3” a certain number of times in 

your life before it begins to turn on you. 

For this reason, then, as well as for a few 

telling others, the four wails of this postal 

way station will be celebrating a non-tradi- 

tional Halloween this year, 

Ah, who are we kidding. There's not go¬ 

ing to be any celebration at all. There 

won't be any laughing or teasing or joking 

or clapping of hands or repeated dunking 

of various staffers' heads in the spiked ap¬ 

ple cider until they play horsey. Not this 

year. This year is the year the laughter 

went away. There was the problem of the 

letter from Robert of Watertown, NY. 

Writes Robert, llHow about giving us a 

pleasant boot in the ass with a really sexy 

and striking cover.,.a cool shot like one of 

these knee-to-chest poses,” Fairly be¬ 

nign, except for the attached photocopy 

of a 1977 High Society cover featuring 

the cover line “Angie ‘Police Woman' 

Dickinson Nude!” Working in a mailroom 

quickly robs you of any “thing” you may 

have for figures of authority, whether or 

not they are sitting in one of those sexy 

and striking knee-to-chest poses. 

So that was a buzz-kill. And then came 

the one from a guy called “RHJ," who 

m Swam nig Is 
Geniuses 

Pretty right-on article* “They Walk 

Among Us" {September, 1997}. As long as the 

numb-minded audiences our there in Extra 

and E. T Land continue to hail celebrities like 

royalty (and we think the English are askew?), 

noble specimens from Fatty Arbuckle to O.J. 

Simpson will continue to, as you say, walk 

among us. 

Rick Conrad 

Los Angeles, CA 

Kudos to Damon Trent on his insight into 

the pseudo-private lives of our civilization's ar¬ 

tificially synthesized luminaries. Elis conclu¬ 

sion is right on the mark. The answer most 

feared by any celebrity to the question, “What 

is ‘fill in the blank' doing now?*' is M Who cares?”, 

The currency of fame is now so inflated that 

the public no longer wants or needs the 

Sylvester Stallone, for example* but merely a 

Sylvester Stallone. With enough help from 

Industrial Light and Magic, that could be me. 

And my glasses are real, 

Robert Somhrm 

San Francisco, CA 

Relax, Robert After your reference to ''artificial¬ 

ly synthesized luminaries/' there was never any 

question about the realness of your glasses. 

G EOG RAPHERS 

OK Kids, you lousy bastards, time for a 

short lesson m spelling; Colombia is the coun¬ 

try directly to the left of Venezuela; Columbia 

is the wrong way to spell Colombia f/Janas 

Gottlieb's Flab-Rusting Workshop for Tomes," 

October 1997]. Your weight-insipid writer 

might consider learning Spanish and trying 

his hand at the original version of the book. 

Possibly then the iron-pushing nucchead 

would have a different opinion—possibly not. 

Oh, one more thing, tequila is Mexican, not 

Colombian (nor Columbian for that matter). 

Only in SPY, morons, only in SPY. 

S,C. Hindatl 

Austin, TX 

My family has just moved back to a cul¬ 

ture w here everything American is worshiped. 

Movies, music, models—everything! It is 

maddening! Thank you for being the only oa¬ 

sis of sanity for me in a country' where teenage 

girls run around wearing T-shirts that read, 

"Beverly Hills Go Happy Nice, ' 

M ichio Yamagucbi 

Yokohama, Japan 

My wife can never understand why 1 laugh 

insanely when I'm reading SPY. I figure it 

must be the German sense of humor...none! 

Keep up the good work! ! 

Todd Little 

Mannheim, Germany 

WVN eh ter^mL com 

Achtung, SqL Todd! Sounds l ike she may be suf¬ 

fering from a chronic case of NaktPiatz- 
zuriickschrecken, See page 25. 

Pedants 

Regarding October SPY's "Wearing-a- 

Suit-and-Bleeding-SIightly-Like-Me," did au¬ 

thor Sean Gullette purchase his suit ("a 

repulsively unwearably ugly combo") at the 

same place that Johnny Depp [featured in 

Ocrober's "Parry Poop"] got his? 

Jeff Brou n 

Chicago, Illinois 

The Sept/Oct issue I have states on page 

55, to continue Getting By" see pages 6l, 89> 

and 104. My copy doesn't have these pages. 

Are you kids high, drunk, or what? 

Tina B. Arnold 

White fish Bay, Wi 

Actually, none of the above. See, it was a parody 

of The New York Times Sunday Magazine, and 

we were poking fun at the...ah, forget it You'd 

get your missing pages in two business days. 

Sitar Players 

Young Toby's asinine article "Ban the 

Bong" [October, 1997} was about as funny as 

a Conan O'Brien milk ad and about as intelli¬ 

gent as a Dan Quayle speech. Ib call this bald- 

headed buffoon's article "trite" and "cliche" is 

to give it tt>o much credit* chough it mighL 

have received some applause from a Jr. High 

D.A.R.E, class. 

1 am currently serving a five-year sentence 
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TER 5 LETTER L LETTERS! ETT E R LETTERS LETTERS LETT E R S L £ T T E R LETTERS L 

stapled half a dollar hill to two pages of 

handwritten, sub-Unabomber personal 

mission statement, RHJ drew a word bub¬ 

ble coming out of George Washington's 

mouth which read, "I want to see some 

political ass and tit on the cover and some 

very embarrassed red faces!!" Let's face 
■ -I.. - -: „* • - . 

it, RHJt without sending us the other half 

of that dollar, you don’t have much in the 

way of leverage. 

And then the Canadians (Canadiens?) 

weighed in, behind the missive of 

Michael Cole from OshawaT Ontario, who 

believes the SPY editors are engaged in a 

"genuine conspiracy." Having failed to 

pair Heaven's Gate leader Marshall 

Applewhite with Naked GwtUr Leslie 

Nielsen (brother of former Canadian 

Deputy Prime Minister Erik Nielsen) in 

August's "Separated at Birth?1’ he insists 

SPY has irretrievably defined rtsetf as a 

bunch of "big-media toadies." Forgive us 

for affording this piece of writing the 

sort of classical symmetry in composition 

that rarely makes it through the metal- 

detectors of this nation's rim-rockin', 

hipplty-hoppitm’ public schools, but 

"toadies" strikes us as the sort of term 

which, like "800!" or the second half of 

"Ask a stupid question, get a stupid an¬ 

swer," nobody ever uses anymore. And, 

for once, with good reason: there’s noth¬ 

ing wrong with "toadying," with radiat¬ 

ing a tittle extra deference. Used to be it 

was the monsters you needed to grease 

up—your Draculas, your Frankensteins, 

what have you—nowadays it’s the psy¬ 

chos who send you mail, the ones for 

whom it's Halloween every day.$ 

for possession of marijuana (500 lbs. of per¬ 

sonal stash—-I roll big joints) and have known 

plenty of AIDS and other patients who have 

been truly helped by using cannabis. I don’t 

think draconian prison sentences and terminal 

illnesses are funny. On behalf of the 3CK),0CK) 

pot prisoners, as well as the uncounted medical 

marijuana users, 1 would like to say to Toby 

Young, ‘Fuck you and the jackass you wrote in 

on." (That's a pun—funny!) Maybe Toby 

should start blazin the bud again. Maybe then 

he could find something funny to write about, 

and maybe he could write about it? 

Russell Bmtly 11! 

Yankton Federal Prison 

Yankton, South Dakota 

Marijuana is far safer than alcohol as a 

recreational drug in just about every way, and 

its legalisation is long overdue. 1 can only 

hope Toby never runs for public office. 1 could 

also hope that he gets busted the next time his 

will-power ebbs, so lie tan experience his and 

the current administrations "do as I say, not 

as I've done" attitude. I don’t think he would 

find it as amusing as he probably thought his 

article was. 

Bob Steel 

HaUytixtod, CA 

No way does Toby slip back into a life of reefer- 

lameness! Not with all these people loving him 

and caring about him. 

Not only did my local bookstore only have 

the "celebrity” cover to the last SPY, l couldn’t 

find the "herbal ecstacy" issue anywhere, 

Articles about pot, covers about X, maybe you 

should re-name the magazine SPY-TIMES? 

Dan "FcarksY Ffcrman 

Minneapolis, M.N 

Sounds fun! How about you change your name, 

too? We were thinking something like "Clueless," 

Tell us how it goes buddy! 

Self-ish 
Tip of rhe cap to Will Self for his peculiar, 

yet somehow alluring, insight into the world 

of intra-species dating {"The Galileo of Hot 

Monkey Love” October 1997], Perhaps he and 

Damon Trent should compare notes; judging 

by the behavior of Hollywood's best and 

brightest, are we sure that such cross-breeding 

hasn t already begun? 

J. Campbell Martin 

Burlington, VT 

Diplomats 

I recently picked up rhe August issue of 

SPY and, keen magnifying glass in hand, pro¬ 

ceeded to read the features. Excellent job! 

And yet I couldn't help but observe French 

terms peppered frequently throughout these 

well-crafted articles. Was this a pre-conceived 

attempt at sophomoric sophistication or an¬ 

other of those sneaky foreign language coinci¬ 

dences? No matter, being a French-Canadian 

myself, 1 appreciated the esoteric allusion of 

these terms. 

Rithard Noman 
Halifax. NS 

Welt Rick, pleasing readers 3s our raison d'etre. 
To paraphrase Stephen Daedalus {or was it 

Herman Hesse?): uwe go forth for the millionth 

time to forge in the smithy of our souls the uncre¬ 

ated consciousness of our race/’ Adieu, 

Idea-Guys 
This letter is to inquire if your magazine 

would be interested in an article entitled, 

"Why SPY Magazine Should Be Put to 

Sleep. ’ The piece would illustrate how the one 

time satirical magazine has been taken over 

by DMV workers, Republicans, and gradu¬ 

ates of Bob Jones University, It would con¬ 

clude with a photo essay where the current 

editor is taken out, made to dig his own grave, 

and shot. The staff could put on black sweat 

suits, new Nikes, drink snme Kool-Aid, and 

quietly expire while waiting for something 

humorous to come io them. I hope this meets 

your requirements, 

Sean Doyle 

Guilford CT 

Dear Contributor: Thanks much. Unfortunately, 

though, this Is not Details, and glitzy fashion pic¬ 

torials of beautiful people digging their own 

graves, however cutting-edge they may be, are not 

exactly what we do here, 

I have and idaf way SPY did not show you 

model in Harem Costem? (Chaloeh size?) 

Andrew 

St♦ Louis, MG 

Uh, pressure from advertisers. 

Send letters to: Letters Editor, SPY, 49 E. 

21st St., Utfi Floor, New York, NY 10010 (e- 
mail: SPY MAGAZ@ad.CDin). Please include 

your daytime telephone number and address. 

Letters may be edited for length and clarity. 
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GREAT EXPECTATIONS 

Snug as a Bug in the 
Bonnet of Evil Why It's Important 

to Stay Warm and Cozy at This Time of Year. 

TAKING nr EASY/ 

AUTUMNAL STYLE 

Who knows what treasures lie between 

the thigh-like cushions of a leather 

rediner? Whatever they areT they are 

worth moret by far, than anything the 

outside world has to offer! 

NOVEMBER, DECEMBER, months of 

this sort, are when world-famous fictional de¬ 

tective Sherlock Holmes would have preferred 

to do the bulk of his investigative work. Not 

that criminals move and think slower as the 

nights get longer—they don e, Instead, 

Holmes’s preference would have flowed from 

the importance he and other men of genius 

place on the abstract quality of Coziness as a 

source of creative energy. 

The London apartment Holmes shared 

with his partner in crime-solving—the 

sraunch, paunehed Dr. Watson—could, had it 

actually existed, have usefully been preserved 

as a shrine to Gnziness, that uniquely Hate-au¬ 

tumnal brand of hedonism that gave Holmes’s 

brain its famous glow, its tidal unstcapability, 

The couple disported themselves upon a pair of 

overstaffed armchairs, dipped unselfconscious¬ 

ly into a wooden shoe filled with pipe tobacco, 

and organized their movements around a bat¬ 

tered chaise-lounge on which Sherlock could 

kick back, inject cocaine, play the violin bad¬ 

ly, and mellowly shoot holes in the wall with 

his gun. Even Dr. Moriarty, rhe Gary Kasparov 

of crime, seldom stood a chance against the 

deep browns and oranges of Holmes's soft-fur¬ 

nishing induced peace of mind. 

But the modem era has seen a scattering of 

the cozy tribes. Theoretical feminists, for in¬ 

stance, tend to like things COZy—but in a par¬ 

ticular sort of way. They have traditionally 

taken their cozy-inspiration from Virginia 

Woolf, with her whole “room of one's own" 

thing. They lean to snug little garrets with 

tiny windows for gazing out at the spines of 

leafless trees. And even today, a large chunk of 

useful feminist output originates in wooded 

New England cabins where log fires crackle all 

year round, flies buzz in the window panes, 

and anything you sir nn is invariably spouring 

a cheerful plume of horsehair. For a lighthouse 

keeper, though, both these forms would be un¬ 

acceptable versions of Coziness, 

Cozy people, after all, tend to prefer their 

own company to the louder joys of group 

membership Rarely, if ever, do you see hun¬ 

dreds of dispositlonally cozy people clustered 

in an aircraft hangar, curled like grouting into 

che grooves of a vast, striated sheet of padded 

flooring, while ambient sounds trickle from a 

gigantic speaker, No, 

IN THE AG0RAPHIL1CA business of 

magazine publishing, for this sort of reason, 

true coziness is hard ro come by. When the 

only reason your medium was invented in the 

first place was to facilitate unobtrusively the 

flow of information, to be a short length of in¬ 

testine in rhe process by which che world of 

human affairs goes about digesting itself, what 

excuse can you conceivably concoct for taking 

yourself off rhe field of battle and seeking out 

some mossy nook somewkere ro smoke your 

pipe? No excuse at all Unless you're fatally 

wounded. Which we aren't. 

The bush wre're beating around is that this 

particular issue gf SPY has quite a lot of mate¬ 

rial covering the subject of Death in it. Why? 

Because it’s Autumn. And it occurred to us 

that rather than brutalize you with endless pic¬ 

tures of women wearing right brown clothing 

and drinking mulled wine, we’d try instead to 

resonate, slightly more rangendally, with what 

John Keats termed the "mellow fruitfulness” of 

the seasony the rich, ripe overdoneness that is 

Fall. The back-to-school poignancy of the 

whole situation. 

So snatch up your faithful stick—dear, 

thick-necked reader—and let’s the two of us 

go snuffle for clues in a big pile of musty or¬ 

ange leaves, or in the personal effects of some 

kind-hearted, brown-tweed-1wearing professor 

with a heathen's curved scimitar in his back. A 

thick sweater of fog is rolling in from the ex¬ 

panse of water beyond the docks, and word is 

only jusr reaching us of a horrible affair thar 

has just come to light near the houses of 

Parliament. Quick, heavyset friend, bring your 

tailored topcoat! And your small gun. And a 

little drop of something forrifying in your hip 

flask. For Autumn blood has been spilled, and 

if we won’t take a respectful little peek at it, 

then who will? 
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The headlines 

he history, 

rite gossip. 

And now this...i$I 

at the Hasty Pudding Theatre, r- 

Bouvi» Kennedy Onassis With 

teiS? aCt0rS Play over ,M <*>aracte“ " 
hrst theatergoers to live, laugh and love this 

Harvard Square, JACKIE revisits the 
- j a true sense of respect 

in this zany look at Jackie's 
J memorable portrait of 

SUE NOW! MU 1ELE-CHARGE : (212) »< 
432-72S0 Groups: WOO) 334 *457 

AIRE nt W. 44th St. (East of Broadway) 



Diary of a Frank 

Oeco von Bismark said, “If you like laws and sausages, you never should watch either one 

being made/’ Opr on Sinclair, for his parr, wrote TheJungkt a landmark piece of social 

realism chat looked for the fetal contradictions of American society in the disgusting¬ 

ness of Chicago's meat factories. What a pair of gloom bags! Sausage factories can’t be so revolt¬ 

ing that anyone who visits one starts to feel weird about living in a society with other human 

beings. Can they?—-Jwmthan Barrett 

9:02 AM: Lou, manager of the Empire 

National sausage factory in Brooklyn, greets 

me with the observation that he must have 

been "tucking drunk” when he agreed to 

give me .1 tour of his facility. This is a USDA 

inspected plant; there are rules. I'm sup¬ 

posed to wear boots, an apron, and a hard 

har. To the secretary, he asks: "Hey, we got 

any paper hats for this guy? Maybe a paper 

hat would do." A paper hat will do fine. 

9:17 AM: Lou is showing me the grinder. It 

is about five feet tall and resembles a mush¬ 

room, one with a silver metal 

stem and a clear plastic cap 

and huge shark-tooth blades. 

With a pitchfork, a man 

named Don feeds animal re¬ 

mains into a sliding slot in the 

machine. 1 won't lie to you. 

From six enormous bins, each 

containing different kinds of 

cow part, Don slings flesh into 

the grinder without precision. 

Some vats house only suet and 

sides of beef, things you'd find 

harmlessly wrapped in cello¬ 

phane at your grocery store. 

Other bins are less meek. The 

first one 1 notice happens to be 

a 6’ x 6’ x 4 black tub filled with a stringy 

green mash flecked with chunks of white— 

like escarole blended with almond chunks. 

Lou says it is ground beef Then he shows 

me an even larger cart with "beef trim¬ 

mings," which resemble small fish-nets 

weighed heavy from a catch of flesh and fat. 

Don digs his shovel into a bin of nameless 

cow parts that are of a darker and redder hue 

than che rest of the meats, Of all the barrels, 

though, the final one is perhaps che worst: 

pale, thin flesh, tough and cold, stringy and 

elastic like gym shorts. Cow lips. But this is 

sausage making, not taffy-pulling, and such 

things are to be expected. 

9:24 AM: A satisfactory mixture of the con¬ 

tents of each bin tossed into the grinder, 

Don turns on the machine. It is over¬ 

whelmingly loud, and Lou tells me it re¬ 

minds him of a huge "fucking blender,"one 

that can transform 300 pounds of solid cow 

pieces into card board-colored porridge in 

five minutes. When the grinding stops, 

Don opens a chute through which the meaty 

sludge falls into a waiting metal vat, which 

looks like a mining cart. This is the product. 

The heart of che sau.sage. 

9:31 AM: Two men bring vacs of proto- 

sausage mto the packing mom. The pack¬ 

ing machine, the keystone of the room, is 

made of shiny metal and reaches nearly 11 

feet, only slightly below the 

ceiling. It gives off a rolling 

purr compared to the grinder, 

whit h howls. The packer com¬ 

presses the cow grindings 

through ten feet of tubing and 

expels them into waiting cas¬ 

es. Sausage flows from its 

bowels like water from a hose, 

or rather, like mud from a 

hose, because when che 

sausage comes out it is thick 

and rope-like. Lou, my reluc¬ 

tant yet efficient guide, tells 

me Empire National can 

process 10,000 pounds of 

meat per day. At eight hot 
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dogs |xr pound, chat's 80,000 franks. 

9:35 AM: Link entering; Men feed long 

sausage lengths into a machine that will 

cut them and tie them off. The cutter is 

messy, spraying particles of casing as it 

forms the links. 

9:42 AM: The smoking room resembles a 

Turkish bath> walls and floors tiled, the air 

hot and humid. This room is tranquil. Ir is 

filled with five gas ovens, which reach 

from floor to ceiling and burn all day. 

They have heavy iron doors that lock in 

place with a hinged metal arm like the 

barriers at a roll booth. Each hot dog link 

is hung in one of the ovens and smoked 

for two hours, Lou jokes good-humored I y 

about people who use the expression "rn 

cook a hot dog," "Cause they're already 

cooked. You're only re-heating 'em, not 

cooking 'em. Re-heating 'em." 

9:46 AM: Across from the ovens is the 

shower room. Cold water courses over each 

steaming’hot dog for more than half an 

hour. Five of the six walls in this room are 

spraying the water, like five Jacuzzis that 

someone has shunted together. 

9:52 AM: We move into the wrapping 

room, ihe most crowded of all the rooms, 

Eight men work in this dark cube of space. 

The ceilings are barely seven feet high. 

One man, in his early 20s with a black 

beard, is spraying all of the sausages from 

the shower room with an olive-green dye. 

During the smoking process, the sausages 

have developed an interior casing, so the 

material that has become the outer casing 

muss now be removed. The green color¬ 

ing distinguishes un removed cases C If the 

hut dog is green, send it on to the ma¬ 

chine!). The decasing machine lacerates 

the outer skin and expels ir, leaving a 

ready-to-eat hot dog. From here, it is a 

quick crip to the wrapping machine and, 

with the slap of a label, these dogs are 

ready to go. 

10:00 AM: Lou heads back to his office, 

motioning to the side exit as he goes, My 

cue. Alone, \ regain the world, weaving a 

path through the loading docks, past 

trucks pregnant with sausages and hot 

dogs. Our American political process may 

indeed be riven with compromises, "Jessers 

of two evils, and stuff like that, bur when 

Otto von Bismarck compared that vague 

moral turpitude to the out and out bad¬ 

ness of the sausage-making process., .well, 

I would like to have some of what he was 

smoking when be said that. 

\'XWcity 
Mm I Props 

The following items of movie “memora¬ 
bilia"—intended apparently as bait for 
paying customers—were discovered by 
the SPY probe Vacationer during its 
month long odyssey to the Planet 
Hollywood chain of family hamburger 
restaurants, 

A gavel from Pauly Shore’s Jury Duty ■ A 
book cover from Higher Learning * 
Erkel's pants * A folder from True Lies 
•A pair of underwear from Friday • A 
small bottle from Hoffa* One shoe from 
The Cure * Plastic model of Arnold 
Schwarzeneggers horse from True Lies * 
Prop newspaper from Bitty Bathgate ■ 
Don Johnson’s loafers from Miami Vice * 
Richard Pryor's sweater from See No 
Evil, Here No Evil * Charlie Sheen's 
winged parachuting boots from Terminal 

Velocity * Prop gun from Water*or id * 
Don Johnson’s shirt from The Hot Spot * 
$20 gold coins from Mario Van Peebles’ 
Posse * Prop shield used in Hot Shotst 
Part Deux * Don Johnson's vest and 
boots f rom Harley Davidson and the 
Marlboro Man * Dog sled from North * 
Flagpole from Hot Shots, Part Deux * 
Lifeguard chair from China Beach * A 
bone from The Fiintstones * Throwing 
knife from Under Seige * Evil skeleton 
on a stick from Army of Darkness * Tom 
Selleck's baseball bat from Mr, Baseball 

- Green trousers from Miami Vice * 
Artificial Leg from The Last Remake of 
Beau Geste * Hawaiian shirt from Honey¬ 
moon in Vegas * Shirt, jeans, and belt 
buckle from 8 Seconds * Stunt arrow 
from Jean-Claude Van DammeTs Hard 
Target * Stunt arrow from Robin Hood: 
Prince of Thieves * School book from 
Dead Poets Society * One-piece spandex 
uniform worn by “Leon" in Coni 
Runnings * A framed itpsticked impres¬ 
sion of a Ron Howard kiss * Garbage- 
truck sign from Emilio Estevez and 
Charlie Sheen's Men at Work * Sketch of 
a toy windmill from Santa Claus, the 
Movie * Chris Sarandon's contact lenses 
from Fright Night * Meredith Baxter’s 
High School yearbook ■ O B. Sweeney's 
jeans from Fire in the Sky * 5-foot model 
of the whale from Free Witty * Emilio 
Estevez's pants from Young Guns U - A 
selection of canned goods from The 
Beverley Hitt billies 
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History Today 

Years loll to.. .lest Fils to Mce 
Women in Rock 

1997: Even to this supposed year of 

the woman, she says, folks still aren't 

ready for women who wteid guitars 

like guns, “I was going to all these 

showsT and I came to the realization 

that these are rock stars. 

Why aren't they all over 

MTV?”—Village Voice 

1996: Time to call 1996 

what it was: pop music’s 

Year of the Woman, While testosterone- 

fueled hands had their ups and downsT 

women in rock 'nT roll, pop, country, 

and folk often made the most dramatic 

impact in their fields.—Boston Globe 

+ 1995: It was the Year of the Woman in popular 

music in 1995.—Star Tribune (Minneapolis, MN) 

The Chinese Zodiac 

. 1997: 

Year of the Ox 

1996: 

Year of the Rat 

1995: 

Year of the Pig 

An Ongoing Guide to the Animal 
Kingdom’s Power Players: “Rest 
assured, if the shoe was on the other foot, 

Mr. Lobster wouldn’t hesitate to dine on 

»1993: 1993 has definitely proved to be the year of 

the woman, spawning the popularity of female 

punk rock bands such as L7, 

the Muffs, and the Chinese 

trio Shorten Knife.—Sun- 

Sentinel (Fort Lauderdale) 

„ 1992: This is the Year of the 

Woman in country music. 

—Calgary Herald 

1986: It's no se¬ 

cret among pop-music fans that 

1986 has been the Year of the 

Woman on the pop charts, with 

an unprecedented number of 

female artists and female-led 

hands winning 

top honors. 

—Chicago Tribune 

1984: This was the year of 

the woman in music.— 

New York Times 

1979: The Summer of Love 

was the summer of libera¬ 

tion.,. Now women are 

ready to break out again 

and for once the industry 

is on their side,— 

Washington Post 

mi: 
Year of the Rooster 

Year of the Tiger 

Year of the Rat 

Year of the Sheep 

your pancreas. If you could see the lobster 

on the ocean floor, it would make a beauti¬ 

ful star in a horror movie...Corn has feel¬ 

ings too, doesn’t it? And when we cut 

grass, we chop right through grasshop¬ 

pers. We are becoming so civilized; we are 

losing sight of the realities of life."—30- 

year veteran lobsterman Greg Griffin of 

Cape Elizabetht Maine. 

ruing mr*—!. 
The New York Times Has Labeled 

Either Hip or Funky-jb 

HIP 
•Beer-drinkers in 
their 20s 

•Smoking 
•Ghanaian dance 
•Pianists in informal 
slacks 

•Ironic attitudes 
•Being Irish 
•Male nude scenes 
•Gallagher 
•B’na Jeshurons 
-Spanglish 
•The Chad Mithel Trio 
•Crochet 
•Informality 
•Being black 
•The way our society 
sees itself 

FUNKY 
•The drug-related 
sounds of the 60s 

•Drinking 
•Mineral aromas 
•Down-home 
backwardness 

• City attitudes 
•Felt fedoras 
•Shamans 
•Cafe La Mama 
•Luther Van dross 
* Cherry Garcia 
•Bayfield, WI 
•Muscoot 
•Techno clutter 
•Hot Reds 
•Plastic shelves 
from France 
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Bundle of moving straw Ray ...and mumbling war-movie 
Bulger... star Robert Mitchum? 

“Failed the kid-testtr 
Hercules... 

...and “has the big breasts 
Fahio? 

£f 
I 

White Chris O'DonnelJ ...and wife Caroline 
O'Donnell? 

The Dualist Month 

Mhini Cleans 
The purpose of Chase's Calendar of Events and its list of official 

months is not to cramp your style and guilt-trip you into acting a 

certain way. Quite the contrary 

THOUGH IT'S... 

■ Co-op Awareness Month 

■ National Dessert Month 

■ Family History Month 

■ World Chocolate Awareness 
Month 

S Kitchen and Bath Month 

S National Apple Jack 

Spirits Month 

■ National Sarcastic* 

Awareness Month 

■ Vegetarian Awareness Month 

Consider its listings for October. 

ITS ALSO... 

■ Do-It-Yourself Month! 

■ Dental Hygiene Month! 

■ Alternative History Month! 

■ National Orthodontic 
Health Month! 

M Toilet Tank Repair Month! 

■ National Substance Abuse 

Prevention Month! 

■ Adopt-A-Shelter 

Dog Month! 

■ National Pork Month! 

_NWfeJc tty 

dom Need a weamenan To Know 
win someoie’s Name nows 
It makes sense that piano tuners are often blind and that female 

gymnasts tend towards the petite. But why do TV weather- 

people sport absurd names made up of nan-"name~type” 

words? Fakes aside, the fol¬ 

lowing list of weatherman 

names is 100% real! 

A. CLAM DIXON 

B. ROYAL NORMAN 

C. SPUNK DAVIS 

D. STORM FIELD 

E. RAM GROMBLE 

F. TOPPER SHUTT 

G. CARSON WEAMER 

H. FLIP SPICELAND 

Storm Field (right) and his 
weatherman dad, “Frank." 

Integrity Watch 

in no mi 

3>:,ir Mr SaJtTW: 

Although [he University 

contributions I>ti5.y Filtrates ha* made to 

try uf mass rommunitfukin, s [mdinonid Docratiite 

ly nor possible .ir this rime. The L nivcrsmy would, however, like to offer j 

possible alternative n. .m Honorary Desire, hull m rv> ngnm !;wnn V .»■ I»v\r- 

rneflts .ii well as bjciitv MTVh demographic. 

Daniel Sjstnn 

NMK Productions 

UmvtTsit], ofCotoradti.tr Boulder 

IlnivrrMtv f.i CnSormjn Snidem; I :mcin 
I njvtrait) Mi-mucul f ■ lit- r - -■> 

flour. Fzj f jHihiriiltj ■SoCOO-i W- 

The 1997 OnnceLkxr’s Medal: Hi b official UonTrsiTV oft nUint Upward 
ts our highest reoQgnirtnn of nzhire emeur. P.lst fl-. ipicnis have m. Ii.tdedi' Nobel 

Prize winner Thomas Cet h fur hi* -id', .mu-mersts in the Ei Id d * hemi&in .n u I 

aitrulLLLiL Ned Arm^thiriig lof Jlis uhviDits aLlneCtlfiehrs iJl S]\kc Ek[ilofJliuti 

The l).ii>t Fitentes Lai inn Sehol.ir>lii|i Fund: TFa ■m.I* .i.ir\ u| v. ild > 

i neared on behalf ul IXii.vv Puentes' eotnrribu¬ 

ttons rti die Latino c ulture arid w< mid lx- ■, pl-h- 

ed tc? Sene Latirta (.ulltge iemale-i 

L>iii>y Fittnies a. legitimate member nt 

tlw.' L'niveiSily ul LjulorjJ™ FhusUJS "lejici: 

('iulIi Ki. b Neuhitwl would like m !hhii.i 

Daisy Fuoiks by making her a member nl 

the 9] ranked team in rbr innitm. Daisy 

would lxT.tjme.i. huned "Golden Bulbdo 

The University would really like to 

work with you on chib. Please get 

back to our office *r your i.irliesr 

convenience 

AJ.fm Gittim 

l' sriww) ■>/ 
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New Yorker “Cartoons” 

\>Wcity 

Yankee Diets ttt so oariy. Heed STY Beakers’ Hew 
Write captions, win a slot on the SPY masthead. And a bottle of wine! Iren'r Neu> Yorker cartoons just classic? People discussing 

their relationships with mechanistic jargon ("I'm sorry, 

dear, but I'm downsizing you")? A businessman crying out 

some voguish phrase on his secretary via a desk-mounted intercom 

system? Children talking to each other like adults? The list goes 

oil and on., rail the way to dogs visiting shrinks’ 

Less stimulating, however, are the funkily-drawn pellets of 

whimsy rhar one finds nestling, tick-like, among the 10,000 

words of somebody's article. Could be three mason jars next to a 

wooden bowl. Could just be a squiggle. Either way, there won't be 

a caption. And it won't be funny. 

Cartoons, ol course, should be funny. Hence the SPY New Yorker 

"Cartoon'" Competition. To play, simply snip out an “illustration1 

from a recent New Yorker^ give ir a Netv Yorker-ish caption, and send 

it in. Address all submissions to New Yorker "Cartoons," SPY 

Magazine, 49 hast 21st St., 11th Floor, New York, NY 10010, 

Monthly winners—chosen at SPY’s sole disc ret ion—will be given 

a bottle ol "wine" and a non trivial berth on the SPY masthead 
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"] can't get the brie, 
dear, Tm being electro¬ 
cuted!" 

“Why I am one of the hardware 

Habinsons! You must be a friend of 
Stanley's." 

“OH, sure it looks safe 

enough. But you haven't met 
its lawyer!*’ 

“Look at me! I’m a... 
thing! Er,..get me Mike 
Ovitz on the phone../* 
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Oasis: Hie Iwd at the 
front may not know 
why, but at teast they 
think they know. 

--S^oPtlons 
Moptopogram 

hi ne Beanes, ngit Here, non new! 
This month, it’s the new album from Oasis, "Be Here Now,” boiled 
DOWN TO ITS FOUR FAB COMPONENTS! 

Fau] ness: 12% Paul ness is evidenced by HAPPY LYRICS THAT RHYME, "So don't go away/Say 

what you say/Say chat you'll stay/For ever and a day,11 

Georgeness: 69? Georgeness appears in the form of SOCIALIST utopianism 

THAT RHYMES, such as "All around the wo rid/You goita spread the word/Tell me 

what you've heardH know its going to be okay." 

Johnness: 8%. The albums johnness is manifest in COSMIC METAPHORS THAT 

DON'T MAKE ANY SENSE ‘'Look into the wail of my mind’s eye/1 think I know but 1 

don’r know why.” 

Ringosity: 749? Ringosity is evident in the way the Gallagher brothers come 

across as a pair of LOVEABLE BUFFOONS WHO DON'T KNOW WHAT THEY'RE DOING. “Made a meal 

and threw it up on Sunday/I've got a lot to learn/' 

IK BUM II INKS, 111 WlPSl t INKS I he arc of nonfiction book-writing has been in a tailspin ever since Burton drilled the final period 

of his Anatomy of Melancholy some 250 years ago. True, rh in king people still have interesting 

points ro make. And what with the Internet, sexual politics, and other things of that ilk, there 

are even plenty of things for them to make points about< No, the problem with modem non-ficrion is 

the convention of extreme length, To break the talk-show circuit with even a basic idea, an author has 

ro wrap it in hundreds of pages of unreadable padding. Hence the following digests,—Janus Gottlob, 

loin lllair 

NEW BRITAIN 

TONY BLAIR: 
NEW BRITAIN 
By Tony Blair 

WEIGHT: 1 LB, 

6,3 0Z 

CONTENT: Oprah, 

as recently elected 

Prime Minister of 

England, I'm plan¬ 

ning to make the 

right decision in 

every given situa¬ 

tion, The specifics of that situation will 

determine my decision," 

ENTERTAINMENT VALUE Of FILLER 

PAGES; Pretty low. Englishman Blair uses 

multiple fonts just like 

Dennis Rodman and 

Reward Stern, but he uses 

them to showcase statistics 

on Britain's expanding role 

in the European community, 

whatever that is. 

TARGET WEIGHT; .5 LBS 

THE BIBLE CODE 
By Michael Drasnin 

WEIGHT: 1 Li, 5.9 OZ 

CONTENT: “Basically, Gordon, studies 

show that the world may end soon, Unless 

we behave.'' 

ENTERTAINMENT VALUE OF FILLER 

PAGES: The good news is that Brosnin's 

computer program reads the Bible as a 

large grid of letters, much like a common 

wordsearch puzzle. The bad news is that 

the puzzle’s in Hebrew! 

TARGET WEIGHT: 1 LB 

LIBERAL RACISM 
By Jim Sleeper 

WEIGHT: 12.7 OZ 

CONTENT:: 1‘GeraIdo, I firmly believe that 

affirmative action should be, [wait for ii]T 

scrapped/' 

ENTERTAINMENT 

VALUE OF FILLER 

PAGES: None. Page af¬ 

ter page of papery back¬ 

ground material. All tn 

all, a book even slightly 

less useful than a piece 

of paper wirh 

"Affirmative action 

should be scrapped" 

written on it. 

m 11 k a e l nnosHiH 

TARGET 

WEIGHT: .0007 LBS 

SOLID ANSWERS 
Or. James Dobson 

WEIGHT: 2 LB, 6 0Z 

CONTENT: "Roionda, no mat¬ 

ter how complex and modern a ^ 

situation may be, there is 

always something God 

would like us to do 

about it." 

ENTERTAIN MEN' 

VALUE OF FILLER 

PAGES: Huge. 

Dobsons paten ted 

Q&A format 

covers every sin¬ 

gle salacious as¬ 

pect of family 

life. Who wouldn't 

wanr ro know whar God 

chinks about Artendon 

Deficit Disorder? If the 

cpiesiion is "How should I 

write my book?" the solid 

answer is "Like this!" 

TARGET WEIGHT: 6 LBS 

Copyrighted mater 
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Rolodex WiitcJi 

ii Milts me cogiKHM The lunatics have taken over the asylum. The man at the 

controls of the airliner is leaking plasma out of His face. 

Something—and yes, perhaps we will prolong this suspense 

a moment longer—is rotten in the state of affairs in ibis once 

buying, info-nation. If a series of fact-finding calls placed! by SPY 

staffers to gossip columnists the nation over is anything to go by, 

the days art gone when a well informed cadre of people in "The 

Know had Ro Indexes worth rilling through.—Cara Joy David 

Neal Travb;77* New Yor k Past 

Number of X‘s in Rolod£X:0 

Michael MustcsT/*1 Village Vfe 
Rick X. Martin X Rolodex:2 

Ted Casablanca: El Online 

"I would never reveal anything 

about my Rolodex, either sex¬ 

ual or professional,'' i.r. 

Rolodex :0 

Belinda Luscombe: Time Magazine 

X-somebody who works 

for Xerox. Rolodex^ 

Army Arcberd: Daily Variety 

"Three. but J won't say who,” i.e. 

RalodexuG 

Bruce Kluqar: PLtylx/y 

Xierite. Rolodextl 

Jared Paul Stern; "Page Six" 

N. Y Post 

XenotiT "some sort of literary 

thing." Rolodex:! 

AJ Benia: El Gossip Shou 

Martin X( "a rock n roll source." 

Rnlqdex:! 

Press Relcwise Blutl-CaJl 

Why in God’s name did 
YOUR AGENT SEND SPY A 
PUBLICITY KIT? 

Joe £. Tata, (“Nat’" on 

Beverly Mills 90210): 1 
have no idea. I stay out of 

all of that. Remember 

one thing, as the actor, I 

know what I do. Rut 

when I have other people, profes¬ 

sionals who are my agents, professionals who are my publi¬ 

cist expertise is what they do. And the deal is: I vvant to 

make money. 1 want to continue to further my career, and I 

want to do all good, positive, and constructive things 'cause 

all we read about in the paper is 

garbage. They never talk about 

how many terrific actors are out 

there because it doesn't mean any- 

thing. People want garbage. I 

don't have any garbage to offer, 

but I do have a whole gang of 

hope to offer, 

“A coke with no ice?” [above] Joe E. 
in another dramatic 90210momerrt. 
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\'2/^Jcity 
Celebrity Clout TTest 

"Perhaps Sip would Uke to wail at the mm mb?” Iobert Mitchum, the Hollywood legend, the greatest actor of Inis generation, is dead. 

No longer with us. David Caruso, the former NYPD Blue star, whose Hollywood ca¬ 

reer took off like a rocket directly into the side of a mountain, is merely "over." 

Common sense would suggest that the flame-haired David Caruso, whatever baggage he 

might be carrying from his careers collapse and his over-publicized descent into alcoholism, 

would have an easier time gaining VIP access to a bar or restaurant than the late Robcrr 

Mitchum. Or would it? As part of its ongoing investigation into the precise composition of 

celebrity “hotness" or “buzz,11 SPY rang 'round Manhattan to see which one—the dead one 

or the ‘'finished" on^—is currently hefting rhe most 'pull, "—Jonathan Bamtt 

HoilIlCl 1 Premier Nitespots Jet 

Lounge and Jet Lounge East 

■ ROBERT MTTCHUM 

SPY: Hi. Robert Mitchum wants to be put 

on your list for tonight, 

JET LOUNGE EAST: You’re sort of last 

minute, but,,,how many? 

SPY: Robert and four guests. 

JET LOUNGE EAST: Um, okay, I'll pur ir 

down, Mitchum plus four, 

■ DAVID CARUSO 
SPY: Hello, I wanted to get Mr, Caruso on 

rhe list. I’m his personal ass is rant. 

JET LOUNGE: No, the list is full for this 

evening. It s too late. 

SPY; This is David Caruso, the actor, char 

we're talking about. 

JET LOUNGE: l Vn sorry, the list is dosed, 

SPY: What if it’s him alone? 

JET LOUNGE: No. Not even then. 

SCORE: MITCHUM 1, CARUSO 0 

BOX OFFICE: Robert Mitchum. OK, 

great! Ill get him something good! 

■ DAVID CARUSO 
SPY; Hij this is Mr, David Caruso’s per¬ 

sonal assistant. I was hoping we might be 

able to squeeze Mr. Caruso into the Prince 

show tonight, 

BOX OFFICE: Well, you're calling pretty 

late, you know. I mean, he can just buy one 

at the door. 

SPY: Usually Mr. Caruso doesn't have to 

do that sort of thing. 

BOX OFFICE: It looks like he's going to 

have to tonight. 

SPY: Are you sure there's no way we can 

work this out? There must be something 

you can do. David so wants to see the show. 

BOX OFFICE: Weil, .are these tickets go¬ 

ing to him personally? 

SPY: Of course. 

BOX OFFICE: Okay, hold on, I'll check. 

{Pause} No, he can't go, 

SPY; There must be someone else I can talk 

to. I mean, this is David Caruso. NYPD 

Blue\Jade\ Kiss Qf Death\ Cmon. 

BOX OFFICE: If David Caruso wants to go 

to this show, then he'll be buying a ticket 

at the door, 

SCORE: MITCHUM 2, CARUSO 0 

Round 2: Conctrtbythe 

Artist Formerly Known as Prince 

■ ROBERT MITCHUM 
SPY: Hi, th is is Robert Mitchums person¬ 

al assistant, Mr, Mitchum would love to go 

to the show tonight. 

BOX OFFICE; The Prince show? Tonight? 

SPY: Yeah, he's really quite a fan. 

BOX OFFICE: Um, okay, How many tick¬ 

ets does he wane? 

SPY; Two, 

Round 3 Le Cirque2000, Self- 

Consciously HanMo-Get-Into Restaurant 

■ ROBERT MITCHUM 
SPY; I'm calling for Robert Mitchum. He 

was hoping to reserve a spot for four, 

LE CIRQUE: Sir, we're overbooked tonight 

as it is. 

SPY: I'm sure. This is Mr. Robert 

Mitchum chough. 

LE CIRQUE: I’ll tell you... I can squeeze 

them in at, say, 7:30, maybe they'll have 

to wait till 7:45 at the bar. 

SPY: No, that’s coo early. How about 9:30? 

LE CIRQUE: That’s our busiest time. 

SPY: This is rather important to him. 

LE CIRQUE: (Pause} Have Mr. Mitchum 

and bis guest come by at 9:30. He might 

have to get a drink, bur well lit him in, 

SPY: Thank you very much, 

LE CIRQUE: Nor at all, sir. Thar's what 

we do here. 

■ DAVID CARUSO 
SPY; I wanted to make a reservation for 

David Caruso. 

LE CIRQUE: We're over-booked tonighr, 

SPY: Really? There’s... 

LE CIRQUE: Yes, really. We re very full, 

SPY: Th is is David Caruso the actor. I'm 

sure you know who he is, 

LE CIRQUE: How many? 

SPY: David and four friends. 

LE CIRQUE: No, its impossible. We are 

unable to help you. Goodbye. 

SCORE: MITCHUM 1T CARUSO 0 

ROUnd 4 Private Reception for 

Tina Turner At Us Celebrites 

■ ROBERT MITCHUM 

SPY: Hello, this is Robert Mite hum's per¬ 

sonal assistant. I wanted ro get him into 

Tina Turner’s private party tonight, 

UNA TURNER’S PEOPLE: A fi rst name on 

Mr, Mitchum? 

SPY: Robert, 

TINA TURNER’S PEOPLE: Robert 

Mitchum as in.,. 

SPY: The actor. 

UNA TURNER’S PEOPLE; Okay, okay, I’m 

sorry. Thar's fine. Fine,., I had to make 

sure, you understand. I'm getting calls 

from everyone. People saying they want to 

cover it from the... the Prague Daily News, 

or whatever {Laughter), 
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\3K&dcity 
The Foreign Life 

10 IMP 
Lengthy “compound nouns” reference complex inner feelings Stereotypes aside, it turns out, German people really art' more profound than the 

rest of us, Thanks to a loophole in the laws of their language, users have perfect 

freedom to invent nett' words by stringing together old ones whenever they feel 

like it. As a consequence, Germans are able to calk abouc the tiny tears, oblong yearn¬ 

ings, and hard-to-deline anxieties that the rest of us can only express through winks and 

grimaces, The following neologisms ate particularly popular,—Peter Weiwka 

SPY: J can imagine. 

■ DAVID CARUSO 
SPY: I Pm calling to get David Caruso into 

the Tina Turner reception tonight. 

TINA TURNER'S PEOPLE: At this time 

the guest list is closed. I could get your 

number, but don’t expect...Umm, well 

where is Mr. Caruso from? 

SPY: He’s the actor, David Caruso. 

TINA TURNER’S PEOPLE: Okay. Well, 

the list is dosed now. 

SPY {Calling hack as David Caruso himself}* 

This is David Caruso. I’m calling about 

the party. 1 want to be on that list. 

TINA TURNER'S PEOPLE: Could you 

hold on tor a second. {Pause} Okay, that 

will be fine. Two for tonight, 

SCORE: CARUSO 1(0, MITCHUM 4 

KolUld 5 Private parti far 
Esquire magazine at 0 ell wood Country Club. 

■ ROBERT MITCHUM 
SPY: H i. I'm the personal assistant to 

Robert Mitchum, the actor, I wanted to 

pur him on the Esquire party list, 

DELLWOOD COUNTRY CLUB; Sir, this is 

a private party. 

SPY: Yes, 1 know, but Mr, Mitchum,,, 

DELLWOOD COUNTRY CLUB: This is 

just a party for Esquire employees. It's an 

employee event. 

SPY: Oh, 1 see. Well, thank you. 

■ DAVID CARUSO 
SPY: Hi. This is David Caruso's person¬ 

al assistant. I was lioping be could get on 

the list tonight. 

DELLWOOD COUNTRY CLUB: It's a pri¬ 

vate party starting very soon and I can't... 

SPY: Mr, Caruso knows its by invitation 

only. That's why I'm calling. 

DELLWOOD COUNTRY CLUB: This is Mr. 

Caruso from Esquire? 

SPY: Umm.,.sure, 

DELLWOOD COUNTRY CLUB: Hold on a 

second, {To to/league in background)A 

David Caruso who works ar Esquire 

wants to know if he can come tonight. 

Yeah, he says he's.. ./7b SPY/ Mr Caruso 

is from Esquiref correct? 

SPY: Sure, 

DELLWOOD COUNTRY CLUB {in hack- 

ground}'. Yeah from Esquire.. .1 don't know 

why...(To SPY/ Yes* Mr, Caruso can 

come any rime. It is an Esquire party, so,.. 

SPY: Excellent. Thank you so much. 

FINALSC0RE:CARUS0 1.5, MITCHUM 4 

NAKED + PLAZA + CRINGING: When a 

German meets a member of the opposite 

sex ar a dark, smokey party or crowded 

bar, makes arrangements to meet again 

the following day, and then discovers by 

ADOLF HITLER, LENDING WEIGHT TO 

AN ITEM ABOUT GERMANS 

daylight that the ocher person is hideous 

as well as an embarrassment to be seen 

with in public, that German is said to be 

suffering from NaktPlatzzuruckschrecken 

(naked + p l a?a + c r i ng i n g). 

VAPOR+ETERNITY + WHIFF: In the brief 

interval between sleep and wakefulness, 

every German is a mystic. Having com¬ 

muned with death and eternity during 

sleep, the awakener understands exactly 

what he or she is, but only for the briefest 

of moments, because daylight and its ex¬ 

igencies quickly intrude. Almost as soon 

as the awakener opens his or her eyes, all 

is lost. Even the aftertaste of eternity, even 

the shadow of the memory of being there, 

cannot withstand a moment of waking 

consciousness. Thus, the awakener leaves 

eternity behind and feels instead an urge 

to piss. The Germans have a word for that 

brief second-long interval of total under¬ 

standing. They call it DumtEwigkeitZug 

(vapor + etem ity + whiff). 

CAKE+MAN+WARINESS: In Germany, 

the common ideal of masculine beauty is 

very similar to the homosexual ideal. 

That being the case, German women can 

sometimes feel KachenM a nn Vo micht 

(cake+mam-wariness), the apprehension 

that the handsome fellow on the oppo¬ 

site side of the cafe table is more inter¬ 

ested in rhe male waiter than he is in his 

female date, 

GRANDFATHER + HISTO RY+DILEMMA: 

Imagine growing up in a country where 

everyone over a certain age is under sus¬ 

picion of having committed murder. One 

walks down a pleasant country lane. One 

comes to a charming village. Four old 

gentlemen spill out of a tavern. H ow 

many Jews, Gypsies, and dissenters did 

they kill? In moments like these, a 

young German may experience 

G" rofivatef- Gesch ichteD 11emma (g ra nd fa - 

rher + history + dilemma), the sneaking 

suspicion that one is in the company of 

geriatric killers. 

LESBIAN + METAMORPH0SIS+PRIDE: 

Among extreme macho types, it is a point 

of pride to be able to say that your ex-girl- 

friend has become a lesbian. Some men 

exult in LeibischAIetamorphoseStrdz (les¬ 

bian - metamorphosis -+ pride). There ss 

even a folk song by that name, the final 

chorus of which has the singers smash 

their beet seems on rhe bar. 
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\l3kk>Jcity 
Death-Heads 

Make lie idme ill lie ne, Jisi like the ms Do! Each murder, like each snowflake, is unique- One of the jobs of 

a newspaper reporter; though, is to look ac che big picture and 

be able to cell which murders are "brutal" and which are "cold¬ 

blooded," which are "baffling" and which merely mysterious" killings. 

While it’s true, in most cases, that an intuitive grasp of the nuances of 

the English language will see a cub reporter through, there are those 

chilling moments when the deadline doses in and the mind goes blank. 

That's when you need this SPY guide to murder adjectives, based on 

an exhaustive incem-powered survey of recent newspaper headlines. In 

the world of the hot-mead warrior, after all, nobody wants to be known 

as the guy who described Jack Ruby's assassination of Lee Harvey 

Oswald as "horrific and mysterious/'—Art Vwkydis 

LET’S SAY YOU’VE JUST WITNESSED a crime in which a man was 

run over by a drunk driver, who drove off laughing mto the night, Now you 

want to write a story about it. What do you do.' 

STEP ONE: Analyse the brutality and tragedy of the crime. To decide exactly bow brutal 

the crime was, and how tragic, go down die list marked J‘Brutality," and every time you 

hnd a phrase that describes your crime, add the number next to ir to a n inning total. 

Then do the same for the 'Tragedy" beading. This should leave you with two numbers 

Since ut crime gees more tragic when more [Teoplt art killed, add 1 to ynur tragedy num¬ 

ber tor every (human) victim after tbt‘ first. Ffw both, you Ttould end up with a number 

between 1 and 16 (numbers less than 1 become l,and numbers greater than 16 become 

16). In our example, we get a score of 1 tor brutal ity (fun over (-2)* killer showed norr- 

morac (3)1, and 3 for tragedy (aJcoJ’kof, which rums good people into killers, was involved). 

STEP TWO: Consult Chart A, Plot the brutality of your crime horizontally and the 

tragedy vertically. There you will find yet another number 6, in rhe case of our ex¬ 

ample). Remember this number. You will need it later on. 

Tragedy 

12 

8 

4 

Brutality *8 12 ik 

Chart A 

ie 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 30 30 3D 

16 17 13 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 30 

14 15 16 17 la 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 29 30 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 29 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 27 29 

11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 26 28 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 24 26 28 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 23 25 27 

& 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 21 23 25 27 

7 e 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 20 22 24 26 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 18 20 22 24 26 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 17 19 21 23 25 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 

1 2 3 4 5 & 7 6 9 10 12 14 16 13 20 22 

Brutality 
IF... 

Victim stabbed 1-5 times 

f f * Victim stabbed 6-20 times 

Victim stabbed 21+ times 

| Victim shot 1-5 times 

|| Victim shot 6-20 times 

III Victim shot 21 or more times 

Victim bludgeoned 

Victim strangled 

ii! 

■ F' a™1! 

Victim slain with an axe 

Victim run aver by car 

Victim shot accidentally 

Victim's head severed 

Killer shows no remorse 

Victim sexually assaulted 

Victim’s throat cut 

Victim dismembered 

Victim gutted like a fish 

Victim homeless / refugee 

ADD... 

2 

7 

12 

1 

5 

10 

2 

2 

5 

-2 

-10 

2 

3 

5 

3 

10 

9 

4 

Tragedy 

Alcohol somehow involved 

Victim was a child 

1 Victim was an animal 

3 

10 

-3 

Victim related to killer 10 

Victim trying to stop a crime 4 

Surviving children looked on 8 

Victim fust about to retire 1 

Victim eulogized by celebrities 3 

Victim 60-99 years old 3 

Victim 100 or more years old 6 

Victim home less/refugee 3 
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STEP THREE: Analyze the strangeness of the 

crime. \ !st- thu itst bt Ujw to figure out how 

strange, unsettling and weird the crime is. I his 

number should Lx.-between I and 30 (again, 

round ita ordjingly if it isni). I n the case of outr 

example, the strangeness is i (bemuse the killer 

is still at large). 

STEP FOUR; Consult Chart B. New you're 

ready to determ i nt your murder adjective! Plot 

your result from Chari A horizontally,, and your 

"strangeness1' result verticaJIy, In our sampie 

crime, wed have the coordinate (3,3), And 

voila! The crime you witnessed was Teckless 

l+l 

Strangeness 
IF... 

Victim non-American 

Victim stabbed 21+ times 

targe sums of money involved 

The Devil somehow involved 

Aliens possibly involved 

Mafia/gangs somehow involved 

Killer motivated by racism 

Killer motivated by religion 

Killer still at large 

The government was in on It 

Killer arrested, later released 

Victim's head left on doorstep 

Note stuffed in victim’s mouth 

Killer was a child 

Victim friends with killer 

Victim wore peculiar clothes 

Killer pleads insanity 

Silence of the Lambs invoked 

Robbery was a motive 

Victim was a celebrity 

Victim was a member of a cult 

Victim was homeless/refugee 

Victim influenced by B-movies 

Victim killed with odd weapon 

Victim eaten by killer 

ADD... 

-2 

2 

2 

20 

20 

4 

4 

2* 

2 

5 

4 

10 

5 

5 

2 

4 

2 

10 

-3 

7 

3 

-5 

9 

2 

4 

* add 5 if this particular religion u or ships the Det'ii 

or if the religion in quest ton is a Halt. 

\3<Wcity 

Chart B 

vi¬ 
es 
£ 

25 Mysterious 
Bizarre 

Satanic 

20 Baffling Bizarre & Brutal 

Colo Blooded j 

IS 

uj 
a 
sc- 

LS 

LJ 
= 

3 Cruel ^ 
_j JH 

Merciless 

u 

Senseless brutal & 
MERCILESS 

tfi 

Lft Wl 
GJ, 
c 
ai 
cr, != 
m 

*/) 

Reckless 

Unfortunate 

Result from step 2 30 

Brutal 
u 
r 

15 20 25 30 

. =! 
— 

_i 

US 

1 
E 

c i. 

* 
1 

?. 

.w. 

i 
■E 

| 

s 

* 
c, 
< 

NOW YOU Tl ^! Well dothe first one to get you started, but now you can 

take actual crimes and match them to their adjectives with rreariy 100%accuracy. Try these; 

A, A famous Italian fashion-designer is shot twice in the head by a psychopath with 

whom he was friendly. k/ ___ u £ l 
y( yn I SENSELESS 

B, Nine rabbits and a chicken were killed, apparently with an Ice pick, and 
arranged in a circle. Autopsies reveal that the rabbits were freakishly exsan¬ 
guinated; completely devoid of blood. There was no blood at the crime scene. 

C, A famous athlete kills his ex-wife and her lover, is found innocent of the 
crime, and signs a major book deal. , . 

fJJ 

D. Inspired by the Bible and the movie Warlock, a 14-year-old boy and his 8- 
year-old accomplice stabbed, bludgeoned, and strangled a 7-year-old Canadian 
boyt then cut off his skin and put it in a potion to give them the power of flight. 

141 

E. A 17-year-old boy stabbed his mother 10 times with a knife, struck her with 
an axe, and hacked at her with a hatchet. Then he shot his father three times, 
cut off his head with a hacksaw, and used it in a ritual “to better himself in the 
eyes of the Devil.” = lY& ^ ^ 

SOL RCLS Ikstw Hmtld Sru )'<■#£■'two i'ampu Tnftitm, Anzaoa Rtpuhlii Frenm Bur, Grafuffar? Sat 1 it Rtcm/. 
XSSiU-sn^Um Pt.it, Ralttgii Sen ■ juJ Ok-en er, Plain Duller, Mainithi Dusty Sest i. Chicago Tribmit. ±jn DiegoUniwi- 
Tnfuine. Pap-. Sm' Ytjrk Pn-H, (Siuirdun. Sea S?yj>vhii Times, Sanday, Wra/lge C/MOtn Register. AiMnitatPms. Swtb 
Cbma AIofit/nj; Ptai, Evening Slartdatit. FT Asia lattttiflcnt.1 ll'In. Rw:<rd Mtatrii Tma. Daily Trltfttitpfs, Daily 
and the Wail Slfttl jtairrklt 
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O “I'M GOING TO JOIN JIM I 

AND JANIS!" Underweight 

and shockingly wizened, 

Rolling Slone Mick Jagger 

bravely prepares to cloak him¬ 
self in moss.1 

© “DON'T CRY FOR ME, 

THOUGH I'M TEENY!” Brave 

songbird Madonna is a sickly 

crumb of her farmer self! 

©“I CAN’T EAT,.. BUT! 

MUST!" Keith Flint from 

Prodigy deploys some seri¬ 

ous hardware in his brave 

battle with anorexia! G A TIME FOR TEARS, NOT 

LAUGHTER! Cuba Gooding 

Jr. shares news of his terminal 

abdomenitis with shallow 

Hollywood cronies. 

© ASHES TO ASHES, SPICE 
TO SPICE , „, Flesh necrotizing 
at an inch every hour, a radiant 

Emma Bunion savors some 
fond, brave memories! 

© "THANK YOU FOR LOV¬ 

ING ME!" Unable to face the 

Reaper with dignity, a not-so- 

brave Princess Stephanie does 

the next best thing- 

SPY MOVE MB Elk 1997 
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BARRY DILLER, SANDY GALLIN, 
JEFFREY KATZENBERG , RON MEYER, 

and FRED ROSEN 

INVITE YOU TO JOIN THEM 
AS 

AIDS PROJECT LOS ANGELES PRESENTS 

A TEN YEAR COMMITMENT TO LIFE 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1997 
UNIVERSAL AMPHITHEATRE, 

UNIVERSAL CITY. SHOWTIME 7:30 PM 

For Ticket information call Ticketmaster at: 
213480-3232 for $50 and $100 tickets. 

For $250. $500. $1,000 and special benefit packages contact: 
Levy, Pazanti & Associates at 310-201-5033. 

AIDS 
PROJECT 
it* *xtiLii 

Proceeds raised from Commitment To Life 10 will go towards 
AIDS Project Los Angeles' nearly 30 free, life sustaining services to 

over 6,000 persons living with AIDS; to funding education and HIV risk 
reduction programs and advocating for fair and effective public policy. 

Thank you for your support. 

UNIVERSAL 
AMPHITHEATRE 

THIS SHOW IS A SPECIAL EVENT. THE UNIVERSAL AMPHITHEATRE DISCLAIMS ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR ARTISTS APPEARANCES AND ASPECTS OF 1 HE PRESENTATION. 
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VICTIMLESS CRIMES THAT HURT US ALL 

Standing Bull i E SIMPLE ACT OF 

OFFERING ONE S SEAT TO THE ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED 

AND HOW IT DESTROYS CIVILIZATION. By Dam Bova 

ardon me sir, but would it be okay if my wife took 

your seat?*' The words, pleading but assured, float¬ 

ed gently down the canals of my ears, through my 

brain and into what must have been my stomach, 

because l began to feel queasy. The words were a 

command disguised as a request, but they might as well have been sour 

cream wrapped in a twinkle 

k had been a vaguely peaceful ride home 

on a packed New York subway despite its be¬ 

ginning. I had been forced to share a sticky 

handmii with an alarmingly flic man wearing 

sweatpants and a mesh canktop while staving 

off the advances of a Chinese man selling 

squawking, dapping electronic robots. Unlike 

most rides, where 1 would eventually become 

so enchanted by the robot's sweet chirpings 

that I d attempt to strangle one, today s ended 

with a blessing. Someone had 

gotten off die train, leaving me 

his seat. Underneath the watch¬ 

ful eyes of a mass-market derma¬ 

tologist named Dr. Z and his 

skin-peeling assistants, I sac men¬ 

tal Ey, physically, utterly pa in-free. 

And then it happened. They 

got on board. A pregnant cou¬ 

ple. She pregnant with child, 

and he with the notion that any¬ 

one not directly related to them 

gave a shit, 

I began rhythmically bob¬ 

bing my head, hoping he'd think 

I was wearing a Walkman and 

grooving to my favorite track, 

and move on, "Ski' Can she have 

your seat?" Obviously he wasn't a 

music lover. This guy was mov¬ 

ing nowhere. He waited lor my 

answer. I took a deep breach. 

You know what? It would 

actually not be okay. It would in 

fact be r/jfokay. Every time I finally gee a seat, 

people like you come along and expect me to 

just give it up, Are you given license to steal my 

seat because the condom broke?" I thought to 

myself in a hushed, whispery Jack Palancedike 

voice in case it Leaked nut my ears. But as the 

answer hud not in fact leaked out my ears, he 

wiis stilt waiting for my reply, 

I took another deep breath and Littered 

these three words: “Sure, no problem," 

handrail, whereupon I noticed an upright el¬ 

derly woman whose gaze fell longingly on the 

seat 1 had just forfeited and then turned to me 

filled with bitter, burning hatred. My brain be¬ 

gan throbbing in time with my feet, Within 

seconds, I went from comfortable passenger to 

victim, to victimise As New York Times colum¬ 

nist Michiko Kakucani would say, tLWhafs go¬ 

ing on here?" 1 swallowed my anger and 

contusion unrii l got home, where 1 viciously 

shortchanged the dog, only playing “gogetthe- 

ball!" for about fifteen minutes, I was in an ut¬ 

ter state of anomie. So I decided to go for a walk. 

Walking along the stinky 
shores of the East River, I began to chink that 

somewhere along society's road to enlighten¬ 

ment, the Politeness Faristi poisoned the well of 

thought with the notion chat it is a noble and 

necessary act to give up our seats. The 

Metropolitan Transit Authority in New York 

City has gone so far as to place “reserved" stick¬ 

ers on choice bus seats and has enlisted the help 

of the internet—or something— 

to run elecrmnic message boards 

in subway stations whose glowing 

pixilated letters request, "Please 

give up your seat to the elderly 

and handicapped." (This inciden¬ 

tally, is the same group that puts 

up signs begging travelers not to 

give loose change to the homeless: 

Give your sear to Grandpa Joe, 

but please don't feed him.) 

But what this campaign fails 

to take into account is the extent 

to which need-ro-sjtness is clear¬ 

ly a subjective matter. There are 

many factors and sub-factors that 

must be factored m when decid¬ 

ing whose comfort should come 

before our own. If we don't get 

this straight, I thought to myself* 

we will continue on in darkness, 

confused and bewildered, angrily 

disappointing puppies, 

1 paused along my walk to 
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w itness an elderly chap, feeding bread crusts and 

speaking Russian to a bunch of pigeons. Old age 

with sill ics bells and whistles was at one point in 

history considered an inevitable tragic fare, i 

thought, which automatically earned you re¬ 

spect „ in the form of a chair. If you were elderly 

you were assumed to be in a constant state of 

pain, regardless of whether your hip was actual¬ 

ly broken, made of a synthetic substance, or do¬ 

ing just fine. 

But thanks to advances in medical tech¬ 

nology, medical thinking has evolved. "Old 

age'' is now thought of as a disease. How old 

you are involves a calculation ut the number 

of diseases and ailments chat have invaded your 

body and how treatable they are, Blanketing 

the entire elderly population us infirm and un¬ 

able to stand is no more PC than it is true, Go 

to any McDonald's an hour or so before it 

opens, say 4 A.M„, and you'll find a small 

squadron of geriatrics lined up aL the door 

with coffee coupons and senior discount cards 

clutched in their weather-beaten hands. The 

same goes outside Cal dor, K-Mart, and the 

like (minus, of course, the coffee coupons). 

Trust me, I’ve worked at these places. 

So how is an older gentleman who has 

lived through two world wars and childhood 

summer vacations in an iron lung meant to fed 

when some chubby-legged Nintendo-bred nin¬ 

ny offers him his seat on the subway? Besides 

just plain condescended mT he probably feels like 

he’s ready to be put to sleep. 

And when the MTA says "elderly," how old 

exactly are we talking' 50? 60? 70? 40? When 

will that pimply faced nerd be old enough to 

expect seats to be offered to him? When he 

feeh old enough? So then people start ass timing 

traits, which previously would have been hin- 

deranees to them, they now feel society will 

reward, The young declare themselves old. 

Cats start eating dogs. It’s helttr skelter, 

Pausing to sweat in the shadow of the 

Brooklyn Bridge, I realized this gray scale also 

fogs things up when considering pregnant com¬ 

muters, How pregnane do you have to 1%- to lx. 

In real physical need of someone's seat? Three 

months? Six months? What about a women car¬ 

rying a little white stick with a pink plus, sign on 

it? Should she get my seat? Spend more than a 

minute eyeing a womans profile to determine 

her stage of pregnancy (and if she's fit to be a 

mother in the first place), and you'll get an eye¬ 

ful of pepper spray star. And in this day -and age 

of power-suited white-sneaker-wearing women 

(both pregnant and unpregnant), finally crack¬ 

ing the glass ceiling in corporate America, the 

offering of a seat is nothing more than an out¬ 

dated act of chivalry. "Muse be tough working 

Up there with tile big boys, eh sweetcakcs? Here, 

cake my seat. I'm a man, 1 can cake ii. 

And to continue this line of thought, how 

disabled do you have to be to deserve an able- 

bodied person's seat? Do you have to be missing 

a limb? How about a finger? What ii you have 

un extra finger? What about time guy that is 

waddling down the aisle? Is he suffering from a 

pronounced limp or is lie crying to remove some 

subway pudding from the bottom of his shoe? 

Who can he sure? 

Yes, these are slight ex- 

aggerations of the everyday makeup of a 

crowded bus or train, but the point is: ii we are 

co spend our entire commutes sizing up our 

fellow passengers in terms of health and fit¬ 

ness, eventually we II stop seeing them as liv¬ 

ing breathing human beings. That person who 

just got on board is no longer an old Italian 

woman traveling to Mulberry Street with a 

bag of groceries to share a recipe with her 

grandchildren that dates back to nineteenth 

cenrury Sicily Now if is a glob of papery epi¬ 

dermal fiber supported by brittle femurs in the 

proximity of a bag of crap that may itself start 

demanding a seat if its bottom starts to give. 

Learning ro pass judgment on fellow hu¬ 

man beings' worth based solely on physical at¬ 

tributes leads only co things like pogroms and 

death marches. And what about the situation 

I experienced that started off this ranr.-' What 

happens when si women whose' water seems to 

be on the verge of breaking, an exceptionally 

old man, and, say, a one-legged midget hop on 

board all at once? Which one nr" these people 

are more worthy of your seat, if any are at all ? 

Aren't judgements like these ones we've pre¬ 

viously reserved tor [insert deity's name he re Jr 

Or just plain immoral? 

Just to get a sense of how cold die strictly 

moral account of rhis ■ .n he, «< insider the i:n- 

pl icar ions of so m et b t ng H11 ka KI i nkenbe rg, an - 

chor of At Ease,. .Professiw&t/i) and managing 

director of briquette International, said, "So 

much of etiquette m courtesy and consideration 

for other people. And ic doesn't cost you a great 

deal to give up your seat and make it easier for 

someone else, " No matter how you have behaved 

during the course of your day, by offering your 

seat to someone, you instantly feel like a hell of 

a guy. Never mind that if standing is so virtuous, 

than you’re depriving someone else of virtue by 

letting them sit. 

I finished the last bite of an undercooked 

hotdog and asked myself one last question. 

What hurts, more, our never-ending mental 

anguish or someone else dealing with ten 

more minutes of throbbing feet? As I began 

the long walk home, 1 had no doubt what my 

answer would be. 

Shaken, 
stirred, 

and with a 
refreshing 
twist. 

Tasty influences from the ‘60s and 

70s—pure pop, blue-eyed soul, 

and retro boogatoo—intersect with a 
‘90s lounge vibe, m the debut from 

a unique singer, songwriter, and 

multi-instrumentalist With a loose, 

funky fed and his warm, distinctive 

voice, Pete Belasco creates a hip 

new cocktail 
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DEAD MEN WHO COULD SAVE THE WORLD 

Liii! Ml 

“The: Edison of the 
— Toolshed Orgasm 

Wilhelm Reich, Psycho-Therapist, by w(U- self 

he twentieth century has been dominated—allegedly—by an 

Hf enormous drive to understand the human mind and what ails it. 

Hi From that first, fatal afternoon, when Sigmund Freud got the 

Hf Wolfman to “just talk,” there has been an exponential increase 

H in the number of practitioners prepared to argue that they've 

found a “cure” for these pathologies—or at any rate a palliative. 

But I ask you: What has been the end re¬ 

sult of all this therapy? These pills and shocks, 

these scans and bans. A big zero. The world is, 

if anything, even crazier now that it was in 

1897. Just as many people die of disease; just 

as many people go bonkers in the nut; and just 

as many people can't get a truly satisfying or¬ 

gasm. And, by truly satisfying, I mean an or¬ 

gasm of such essential beauty and strength chat 

h will save you from all the above. 

You see, the basic and essential prob¬ 

lem with most of the available therapies 

is that they require a willingness to 

change or a willingness to sacrifice the 

,Jmalignant" parts of yourself. Wilhelm 

Reich saw rhrough this load of baloney, 

offering instead a means of achieving 

good mental hygiene, based solely on 

doing what we like best. 

Wilhelm Reich died in the state pen 

in 1957, a victim of a trumped up 

charge from the Food and Drink 

Agency Granted, as rhe twentieth cen¬ 

turies' great rebels go, the Vienna venal 

meister was a complete twerp. He 

wasn't banged up for fomenting com¬ 

munism, or black revolution, but sole¬ 

ly for promoting the use of a device known 

as the "orgone accumulator." 

The orgone accumulator is a rela¬ 

tively simple piece of unlicensed med¬ 

ical technology to get your head around 

or, indeed, inside, It s essentially a large 

box built from successive layers of wood 

and metal. According to its developer, once in¬ 

side the subject would see that even a com¬ 

pletely darkened box is not black, but bluish 

or bluish-grey because "orgone energy" rhe 

force that animates all life throughout the cos¬ 

mos, is itself blue in color, which is a big 

bonus for those of us who want to dress cor¬ 

rectly for eternity, let alone the here and now. 

Once the orgone accumulator is construct¬ 

ed—-and remember you can use any old mate¬ 

rials for this one, although alternating two- 

millimeter layers of steel and wood are recom¬ 

mended by Those Who Know—-you get in¬ 

side it and sit there. That's right, just sic there. 

No tedious talking cure, no selective serotonin 

re-uptake inhibitors, no rehab, no rebirthing, 

no mitrin'—just sir there. In a world crazed 

by its ovvn sense of activity, of can-do, it's nice 

to find someone who offers a universal panacea 

based on rank inactivity. 

WILLIAM BURROUGHS, among oth¬ 

ers, was much taken by orgone accumulators. 

He would disappear Into them tor an hour or 

so at a time and claimed on numerous occa¬ 

sions to have achieved spontaneous orgasm—- 

"Look! No hands!"—while squatting in rhe 

box. Is u too fanciful to imagine that it was 

Burroughs s perverse adhesion to the utterly 

discredirtd theories of Wilhelm Reich that al¬ 

io^wed him to live for eighty-five years whilst 

indulging in the kind of behaviors chat put 

most individuals in quite another kind 

of box? I've no idea, but on the face of it 

it has to have some credence. 

If the box doesn't appeal, you can 

get your tool kit working to build any 

number of the ocher wacky, but essen¬ 

tially simplistic devices that Reich de¬ 

vised to harness this precious dan vitale: 

the orgonoscope, rhe temperature-dif¬ 

ference apparatus, the field meter, and 

the fluorophotometer. And while you're 

hammering and jig-sawing away in 

your shed or garage, you can arm your¬ 

self against skepticism by reflecting on 

the fact that you have decided to throw 

your weight into supporting the theo¬ 

ries of the one twentieth-century 

thinker to be comprehensively rejected 

by all the major ideological movements 

ol his time. 

Wilhelm Reich was initially a fairly 

conventional psychoanalyst, A member 

of Freud's select inner circle, he could 

have just kicked back his heels* tended 
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to the petting of the moneyed neuroses offered 

up by his. patients, and become just another 

cheap, grifring couch jockey. But no! Retch 

discovered orgone energy and never looked 

hack. Put simply-—and it is an itching] y sim¬ 

ple idea—at the core of every substance, both 

organic and inorganic, is what Reich termed, a 

"culture of hions.” These bio ns are "micro¬ 

scopically visible vesicles of functioning ener¬ 

gy," and the collective term for them is 

"orgoneT a term Reich derived from the com¬ 

bination of the words "organism" and " orgas¬ 

tic." The organism end of things is obvious, 

but the orgastic component derives from what 

Reich believed to be the most explicit demon¬ 

stration of rhe existence of orgone energy— 

namely, getting a boner. Marx looked to 

explain human social development and destiny 

by discovering fundamental laws of history. 

Freud hoped to do the same by uncovering the 

secret springs and cogs of the human psyche. 

Willie Em Reich said nuts to all thur and de¬ 

cided ro conrcmplare the rising and falling of 

his knob. And, by contemplating this very lo¬ 

cal movement, he came tip with just as uni¬ 

versal a theory. 

Reich's version of Dialectical Materialism 

or the Unconscious is the Orgasm Formula; 

Mechanical Tension leads to Dio-Energetic 

Charge which leads to Bto-Energetic 

D isc. barge which results in Mechanical 

Relaxation, In other words: you get it up; 

come; it goes down; you feel sleepy. The obvi¬ 

ous virtue of Reich s formula over Mare's and 

Freud's is that it’s demonstrable in the home, 

employing only one hand and—depending on 

gender and preference—-a box of Kleenex. 

1 SUPPOSE SOME doubters might ar¬ 

gue that what with the sexual revolutions of 

the sixties all of Reich s sexology is redun¬ 

dant—that nowadays we can all have as many 

guiltless orgasms as we want. Rut 1 say; Just 

look around you at the miserable state of rhe 

world! There's still disease a-plenty, street 

ranters galore, and puffed-up pols insisting 

that lobbyists give them head. Ours is still a 

world dominated by bad orgasms wherever 

you look. I say Wilhelm Reich is our man. He 

was a martyr to the century: rejected by rhe 

Communists who banned his books; re jeered 

by rhe ghastly Freudians who expelled him 

trom the Institute of Psychoanalysis; and fi¬ 

nally imprisoned by the United States 

Government for trying to persuade people to 

have orgasms in boxes. Wilhelm—I salute you 

from my crotch. Yours is a philosophy that 

links every thing we know to be true and just: 

being a gcxx! handyman; and handling your¬ 

self good, man. 

TODD TELANDER 
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'interior Scoll111 by Carolee Schneemann from Up To 
And Including Her Limits, Schneeman had no choice but 
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to do it Hey, it came to her in a dream] 

Ik stteiaees were mnig enrangani gesinres wi Hr 
M in nn of lead ii fact, ii was all so gieasaai dial a visitor iron 
aimer age would hardly dare guessed mat me am they were makiig iMagam gesiores in mi el was 
a semi clear giasicnaies set amid a sparkle of sequins, plas¬ 

tic beads, and steel pins—containing the carcasses of a dead school offish- 

It was a weird moment. A Jew weeks earlier, die museum's premis¬ 

es had been the sire of a not altogether dissimilar event when art stu¬ 

dent Jubal Brown defaced, with a trajectory gout of blue vomicus, 

Mondrians "Composition in Red, White and Blue." Brown had told 

MoMA staff at the scene that he was actually ill, and waited until he 

was safely across the Canadian border before publicly declaring that the 

vomit was not only deliberate, but had been internally dyed blue as 

part of7Brown's protest, seemingly successful, against "oppressively trite 

and banal" art. It soon came to light, that just months prior ro the 

MoMA unpleasantness, in an Ontario art gallery. Brown had spewed 

his vomicus, dyed red this time, on another work, because Raoul Du fry's 

"Harbor at Le Havre," because it “was just so boring it needed some 

color." (Both incidents were richly derivative of 1988 s guerrilla blood 

painting on a MoMA wail, self-curated and executed by performance 

artist Monty Cantsin in August, 1988). 

At the beginning of the fish opening, much of the lilting boho 

conversation centered on Brown's emetic work. But then the bags 

started to smell, the fishy bouquet waiting around the room, seep- 

ing into the convivial scrums of connoisseursbip scattered Through¬ 

out the fete. Despite Korean artist Bui Lee s explicit insistence on 

letting natural reality triumph over arcifkialized monoculture, 

MoMAs installers had laid in extra industrial deodorant, "in def¬ 

erence to Western olfactory' sensitivities." But instead of extin¬ 

guishing the smell, the deodorant created a second, underlying 

layer of scent—the result being an olfactory pastiche redolent of the 

urinal cakes in dockside flophouses. A gentle wash of titters and 
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muffled honks drifted through the gallery, and the liveliest, most 

eavesdroppahle conversation turned to the topics ol refrigeration 

and odors, But slowly the smiles began turning to grimaces, and 

as they did, a realization began forming in my reluctant hrain: 

Abject art is back. 

Sectioned-and-pidded-animal installations of “bad boy” Brit 

Damien Hirst—winner of the coveted Turner Prize- -are cur- 

Freud, students of the human condition are admonished again and 

again that "inter ur/nas etfaeces nasdement" It is nor known whether 

Professor Freud ever envisioned that a time would come when "be¬ 

tween urine and feces" would also describe the career options of an 

entire generation of young artists just set¬ 

ting out in the world. But tor better or 

worse—worse, mainly,, let's face it—this is 

one of those times. Thar this is so was, of 

course, already in evidence a few years ago 

when Andres Serrano's “Piss Christ" con¬ 

vinced populist Republicans that they had 

a worthy target in die National Endowment 

for the Arts. For a bellicose few years, one 

could not pick up the Sunday paper without 

mi on 
onio hi palette.” Insists blood 

artist Nana Silvas. Ij My was 
smeared wi semen. II was a 

veny emotional, sexual 
ol 

renrly snagging the headlines, for example; so are the even more 

revulsive cadaver-manipulations of slaughterhouse-worker- 

turned-sculptor Anthony-Noel Kelly; and then there's the fcccs- 

sculpture photographs of Gilbert and George. 

The work of Gilbert and George, in particular, has been the ob¬ 

ject of the sort of terse criticality that "Cacapeepee” arc typically in¬ 

spires in the most cultivated minds. The British duo opened two 

shows in New York earlier this year, featuring pictures of them¬ 

selves in various guises, including one where they moon the view¬ 

er, anuses glaring furiously, alongside magnified samples of their 

own excrement. Writing in a New York Qbsemer article called 

Odious Gilbert & George, 

Now Stinking Up SoHo," 

Hilton Kramer denounced 

the “indefatigable British 

performers," who "began as a 

perverse vaudeville for an 

equally perverse cognoscen¬ 

ti.” Kramer reassured his 

knowledge-hungry reader¬ 

ship that "there are curators 

and critics who adore it, of 

course, and there is a fringe 

constituency in the gay world 

that takes a keen interest in 

some of its 'transgressive 

sub jeer matter—the teenage 

male anus, for exam pie—but 

the mainstream art public has 

not been particularly en¬ 

chanted by it.” The most in¬ 

teresting aspect of Kramer’s 

article, however, was a dis¬ 

claimer: “What are currently 

on offer in the exhibition . . . 

are enormous photo-pieces 

featuring gigantic enlarge¬ 

ments of what we are told are 

,0 ■. 

reading, depending on one’s paper, grieving denunciations or 

high-minded defenses of abject art. Today, although the debate 

has cooled, the art is once again hot. Eighty years alter Duchamp's 

"readymade" urinal (entitled, perhaps prophetically, "Fountain") 

raised a spume of bodily processes and by-products to the often- 

contentious level of art-world subject matter, this unlovely es¬ 

thetic canon—described in a recent New York magazine jeremiad 

as “the Cacapeepee style"—is once more leaving its indelible 

mark on the world. 

Venerated relics of the battle to be taken seriously: Piss 

Christ by Andres Serrano (top), X-ray with Nipple Rings 
from Vhittng Hoars, an installation by Bob Flanagan in 
collaboration with Sheree Rose (left). 

the arrises' own feces, (/ haven’t beatable to verify that claim, but on this 

subject, at least, 1 am certainly willing to take Gilbert and George at their 

word.)" (Emphasis added.) 

Kramer’s circumspection looked back to an earlier, embarrass¬ 

ing Qbsenvr article, one also dealing with the provenance of people's 

poop. The article concerned 32-year-old abstract cxerccionistTodd 

Alden, who—in a move that would encroach upon the louche 

canon of Mail Art as well—had mailed a sardonicaJly worded, man¬ 

ifested ike "call for entries" to 400 arc collectors around the world, 

Alden, in his petition to art-world luminaries, claimed that by 

sending him samples of their feces they would be contributing to 

"a contemporary' rethinking of the Italian artist Piero Manzoni’s 

epoch-making work, "Merda d'artista' ("Artist s Shit”), from 1961. 

In this work, Manzoni produced, conserved, and tinned 90 cans of 
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ley hangs naked ly is mis while an 
assistant, aitmi me a Renan archep. pierces 

Its nesi with a dozen sum needles. 

his own feces, which he sold by the ounce, based on that 

day's price of gold. Originally* Manzoni s sculptures were 

dismissed by critics and collectors as acts of mere 

Duchampian provocation.. Manzoni continues to be exhibit¬ 

ed in Europe; and the cans of "Artist's Shit" chat found few 

buyers in 1961 are now being sold lor as much as S 75,000. 

Not only did Alden promise personalized tins lor the art 

bigwigs' droppings* but “a large airtight container that fits 

snugly inside a toilet will be discribured to all participating 

collectors, thereby minimizing the amount of handling re¬ 

quired to secure the excrement/' Alden then followed up, 

last year* with a press release 

announcing the opening of an 

exhibit of 85 potted turds and 

a list of famous air-world types 

who had "responded/' 

The text of Alden s press 

release was uncritically re¬ 

ported as news by the 

0kerver's, Jonathan Napack. It 

turned out, however* chat only 

one of rhe famous respondents 

Napack named—famed gal- 

lerist Irving Blum—had actu¬ 

ally sent a stool sample to 

Alden, (The others listed as 

responding had done so with a 

rejection card provided by 

Alden, a detail omitted from 

his cagily worded release,} 

The gaffe was noted with no 

small glee by Napacks suc¬ 

cessor* Jeffrey Hogrefe* who 

only a week later had snagged Napacks column and smirkingly 

chronicled the whole mecdacious affair under the headline "You 

Can Just Call It a Case of Defeetation of Character/' 

Interestingly* Napack s suspicions should perhaps have been 

raised at the first mention of an homage to Piero Manzoni, Since the 

Italian's death in 1963* the question of whether or not he actually 

filled his famous cans with his own excrement has been hotly de¬ 

bated. In 1994* the Guardian reported that a rich collector had 

purchased one of the original 90 Manzoni cans just to open it, to 

see it did in fact contain excrement. "It did," they reported, "But 

by opening it, he reduced its value to zero," Michael Warner, on the 

other hand, an arc dealer from Cologne* Germany, claimed knowl¬ 

edge of at least one can that when opened had been found to con¬ 

tain tomato paste. On yet a third hand, Benjamin Buchloh* a 

professor at Barnard College, recalls a "performance piece " by the 

French artist Mark Bustamante "in which he made his dealer buy 

one of the Manzoni cans and open it. There was something inside* 

but they weren't sure what it was/' 

lie linn aid will. .. 
raise an important issue. Abject art prides itself on going where 

other arc is afraid to go* in taking the art experience” our of the 

airy world of forms and into the concrete here and now of life, in 

being real. The question, then* is, does it ruin the work if the sup¬ 

posedly abject materials or actions are, in effect, fake? 

To many in the world of abject art* the answer would seem to 

be yes/ On an Adirondack Traihvays coach traveling the Thruway 

to her up sate New York hideaway, pioneering blood artist Carol ee 

Schneemann told lSPY of the importance of working with abject 

materials—real ones. 

Schneemann s work, which was the subject of a critically ac¬ 

claimed show late last year, includes such pieces as "Meat Joy," "a 

wild 3-D collage," in the words oi a Neu York Times critic* "of hu¬ 

man bodies* raw fish, chickens, sausages, wet paint* and other 

stuff*" and "Naked Action Lecture, the purpose of which 

Schneemann explains thus: "I lecture on my visual works...while 

Perhaps fearing* perhaps hoping* to provoke such a 

lucrative controversy, the excretiontstically minded 

Todd Alden—although helpful tv pointing out that 

scatobgy is emerging as an increasingly significant 

part of artistic inquiry'*—refused all SPY's inquiries 

for a visit to the studio where his own canned celebri¬ 

ty shiescapes were perpetrated. 
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borIt dressed ant,t undressed, dressing and undrcssi ng..dI] ask the 

questions: On an artist be an art historian? Can an art historian be 

a naked woman? Ooes a woman have intellectual authority? Can 

she have public authority while naked and speaking? Was the con¬ 

tent of the lecture Less appreciable when she was naked?" 

The work she is best known for, however, is ‘ Internal Scroll," a 

performance piece in which she unspooled from out or her vagina, 

bloodied with her menstrual blood, a long letter to a film maker. 

Explaining her decision to concentrate on blood as a medium 

she says, "I lermann INitsch] was going to do one of his own op¬ 

eratic meat performances, and 1 wanted to make a court tergestune 

where 1 could infiltrate the male dynamic ol male war]are blood 

with my own menstrual blood. The prevailing view at the rime 

was that Herman's blood was disgusting—which was part ut the 

fascination—but human female blood was simply not acceptable. 

Then and there she resolved to shift the performative focus of her 

art to her own fmiily exudates, with works documenting the ebb 

and flow of her menstrual blood. 

"'Scroll' came to me in a dream," Schnetmarm told SPY. "I nev¬ 

er wanted to physically enact the drawing, but the little nagging 

Ron Athey (below): "1 hurt more at the gym do¬ 
ing squats than [ do with a 25 guage needle 

t- - f 

voice that 's part of your creative dynamic said that in order for this 

image to fulfil! it’s meaning, you have to physicalize it/' 

tin the matter of other peoples ” physical izations/' however, 

Schnecmann could be more squeamish. Participatory cultural com¬ 

mentator and SPY contributor Anthony Haden-Guest recalls 

Schnecmann disrupting a 1970 personal appearance by Otto Muhh 

" I was sirring with Carolee in the front row of the Cosmos Club 

when s iddeniy these iour naked people—-two rather hideous men 

and two rather cute frank ms—appeared on-stage with a live 

squawking goose. One of the men, Otto Muhh was waving a carv¬ 

ing knife. Carolee, who apparently knew Muhl would be killing the 

unlurtunare goose and using its remains to penetrate one of the 

t ran lei ns, ignited the whole thing. Whereupon the playwright 

I kuthcotc Williams and 1 sprung into action. Heath grabbed 

Muhl. I grabbed the goose—saving it from a certain death, evis¬ 

ceration, and worse—-and ran out of the Cosmos. I gave the goose 

m a hippie on a barge—who probably had it for dinner,") 

Fell o\v blood artist Nana Olivas, the glistening puddles of gore 

and raw-parches of blood-soaked muslin on the floor of whose stu¬ 

dio evoke the red-bag aspect of a crime scene, agrees with 

Schneemann about the importance of using real 

bodily fluids in the construction of her art, 

"Blood has a life all its own,” rhapsodizes 

Olivas, daughter of famed feminist artist ami psy¬ 

chic healer Nancy Azara, "Not only is it beauti¬ 

ful when it's fresh, but lis it coagulates and decays, 

its colors can shift from a blush to a deep crim¬ 

son to a scabby brown." 

While the authenticity tit her materials is Im¬ 

portant, there is also the process. Her "Tit Spiel 

(Ode to Pablo Neruda) is a totemic configura¬ 

tion of breast images in blood that are the im¬ 

print of the lushly bosomed, and very married, 

Olivas's body. Also scumbled into this canvas's 

muslin, gesso, shellac, and ink mix is the byprod¬ 

uct of a nearby sex act with her husband. "It's not 

like someone jerked off onto my palette,” she in¬ 

sists. “My body was smeared with semen. It was 

a very emotional, sexual sort of experience../' 

Olivas arid Schneemann are not alone in the 

importance they give to authenticity, Ron 

Athey—a bald, tattooed transvestite and former 

junkie who remains adamant about his ‘Tight to 

bleed in public"—depends upon the fact chat his 

blood is HIV-posirivc for his acts of "dramatic 

*n 

*’V 

Grown wailed until ns was Salem across 
lie canaman timer oeiora 

deilleroie. hut tat been imemaim lien 
Me as pari at his irolesl against 
"iiirossftety trite ant taeal an” 
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bleeding." A typical performance by Americas busiest bleeding 

icon might include such tableaux as Arhey hanging naked by his 

wrists while an assistant, attired like a Roman archer, pierces 

Athey's flesh with a dozen spinal-tap needles tufted like arrows, or 

A they submitting to a crown-of-thorns rite in which twrenry rhree- 

and-a-half inch silver needles are extracted from his shaven pate. At 

the conclusion of each 

Gunter Bros, the man widely credited with having invented the 

concept of cesspool aesthetics," actually served jail time for the 

crime of "insulting the Republic of Austria" in a 1968 perfor¬ 

mance, Art and Revolution/' at the University of Vienna. 

According no MM Scrra of the incorruptibly underground 

Filmmakers7 Cooperative, this Akcion, or Happening, featured 

Bros and his confederates 

performance, the stage 

is ritually cleansed 

with a bleach solu¬ 

tion, enveloping the 

audience in a protec¬ 

tive cloud ol chlorine 

vapor. “The work is 

harsh," says At bey. 

"But the spirit is ab¬ 

solutely generous/ 

Even more gener¬ 

ous was the I arc Bob 

Flanagan, a creative, 

joyfully twistedand 

very nausea - friend 1 y 

celebrant of his life¬ 

long bout with cystic 

fibrosis. For Flanagan, 

his terminal condi¬ 

tion (he was never 

expected to live past 

childhood, though he 

died aged 43) was a 

much-cherished li¬ 

cense to do to him¬ 

self—actually do— 

things char would 

smack too much of 

mortality ro the man 

in the street, like 

deliberately getting 

stabbed or driving a 

"pissing, shitting, beating, 

hymn-singing, masturbat¬ 

ing," Brus's co-star, Otto 

Muhl, was sentenced for his 

role to a month's incarcera¬ 

tion for "inflicting light bod¬ 

ily injury," and would later 

become a practicing psycho¬ 

analyst in Vienna. (Muhl, 

who once observed that “die 

duty of the artist is to dis¬ 

cover and bring our his own 

ctappiness," today resides in 

another penal institution 

for what one art historian 

would describe only as “hav¬ 

ing sex with someone under¬ 

age.") And then there was 

the charismatic Hermann 

Nitsch, whose “Orgy- 

Mystery Theater" {1968) 

would catapult him to eter¬ 

nal footnotedom for its inno¬ 

vative uses of entrails, blood, 

and excrement in a theatrical 

setting, the flavor of which 

can be gleaned from the fol¬ 

lowing directions in his 

“Akcion 80": “New actors 

leap in to join those already 

trampling. With last reserves 

of strength and uttermost 

[sic] ecstasy the grapes and 

Hermann Nitsch with carcass, from "Orgy-Mystery Theater". 
The inherent drama of a splayed, dead cow is one of the 

biggest arrows in the abject artist’s quiver. 

"With last mas ol stpenilh aid 

nail through the head of his penis. For Flanagan, needless to say, to 

have faked his stunts would have been to miss the point. 

da ibcre an sine nils 

uj scsiasy, me jus ail entrails are 
Med mil a miaiare el dud. blood, luce, 
and exmieu resells." 

to the value of authenticity. That some materials are so "real" that 

the very thought of them will suffice—thus rendering moor the 

question of authenticity—is a concept indissolubly linked to the 

short, brutal life of Rudolph Schwarzkogler. 

Schwarzkogler—whose work was displayed late last year at the 

Smithsonian's Hirsh horn Museum—occupied the inner circle of 

the Viennese "Aktionist" movement, a group designed to protest 

the impersonality and formality of society through emotional, di¬ 

rect, and disturbing actions. As a result, Schwarzkogler found 

himself hanging out with a pretty rough crowd. Fellow traveler 

entrails are trampled until a mixture of pulp* blood, juice, and 

excrement results. Pigs, dogs, sheep, bulls cows, horse, and 

goats are led to the concrete basin. CRESCENDO FROM 

THE ORCHESTRA,./ 

it was the matter of Sthwarzkoglers 1966 "Third Aktion," 

however, that really shook people up. Proffered without explication, 

it is a series of photographs that "shows/ ro quote from one account 

of the piece, "a blindfolded man with a bandaged penis splayed on 

sheets. The next photo shows him sitting on a ball, a fish placed in 

front of his genitals, its mouth propped open with razor blades. 
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of the Neti* York Daily New's) in which he fantasized censorious¬ 

ly about Finley going to the supermarket and having sex with 

rhc produce department, Hamil! did not actually see rhe show 

and Finley tee Is his criticism was undeserved. "All 1 did was rub 

yams on my butt-cheeks/' she protested. 

Today Finley works with the medium of breast milk, as in her 

video "I Am Nature/' a reference to a typically testicular Jackson 

Pollock quote, 

(‘What I have 

done is feminized 

action painting by 

spraying breast 

milk on black vel¬ 

vet, A lot of peo¬ 

ple think breast 

milk as a relatively 

unbroken spray, 

like a piss stream. 

In fact, the effect's 

more aerosolized 

as it erupts from 

rhe breast's many 

tiny orifices and 

ducts”) The last 

twelve years have 

been a ceaseless 

quest to be taken 

seriously, through 

inserting peaches 

into her vagina 

and J'flossing my 

genitals with 200- 

feec of yellow rib¬ 

bon to protest the 

Gulf War.” Bur 

even now. Finley admits to a feeling of being "America’s joke/' 

While it was Finley’s chocolate body suit—intended as a ref¬ 

erence to the Taw ana Brawley affair—-that drew the ire of Helms 

and his NEA-hating cronies, it was the misreporting of her yam 

episode, Finley feels, that did her reputation the most damage. It 

made it seem, she said, as tf she had no talent. 

"The story I was telling was about a grandmother being abused 

by her grandson, who was on a crack binge; and it's Thanksgiving 

and he's abusing her. And the work was kind of symbolic and con¬ 

ceptual {The yam rumor} said something sexual and deviant about 

me. Immediately I'm demonized. I'm a slut.” 

"This is what really bothers me,” Finley continues, "With (ab¬ 

ject art}, it's all about the idea. But in a lot of mainstream society, 

that’s the thing that's been lost. We kx^k at things so literally; we 

get very upset about whether it actually happened. Did 

Schwarzkogler's penis actually get cut off? Who cares? It’s all art.” 

Tell chat to some poor fish, rotting in a ziploc bag. J 

Two more photos show rhe 

same naked man with what 

appears to be a shorter penis, 

with blood trickling down 

the ball/’ 

When Time art critic 

Roberr Hughes saw the pho¬ 

tos he immediately assumed 

the photographic record to 

have established rhe commu¬ 

nion between the razor 

blades, the fish, and 

Schwarzkogler s own penis to 

have been real and irrevoca¬ 

ble. He wrote about the pho¬ 

tos in 1972, describing the by 

then dead Schwarzkogler— 

who, unbeknownst to Hughes had actually ca¬ 

reened to his death from a second-story Vienna 

window in 1969—as 'the Vincent van Gogh 

of body art," “{who} proceeded, inch by inch, 

to amputate his own penis, while a photogra¬ 

pher recorded the act as an art event.’’ 

In retrospect, it seems dear that the huge 

fund of evidence already in place—both 

anecdotal and anatomical—should have sug¬ 

gested at once that Hughes had grievously 

erred, and thar Schwarzkogler had staged the 

photographs with animal blood, bandages, 

and the appropriated pubic region of now- 

forgotten collaborator Meinz Cibulka. But 

somehow it did not, and the mythological 

value of Schwarzkoglet's faux penectomy— 

not publicly discredited until 1990—Is si¬ 

multaneously a tribute to the power of its 

subject matter as well as the anise’s own flair 

for photojournalism. When images of the 

Third Akrion" were shown at the 

Hirshhorn, the pictures earned not entirely unadmiring reviews 

Irom the nation’s press, who did not seem to mind 

Schwarzkogler s seeming act of deception. 

indeed, at a certain m _ 
the most vigorous abject artist must find the weight of the public's 

expectations, perversions, and desires to be ultimately overwhelm¬ 

ing, Performance artist Karen Finley, for one, feels like she knows 

how Schwarzkogler would have felt at being held accountable for 

an extremity he did nor actually profess ro perform. 

"1 did not stuff yams up my ass," gushed Finley in an exclusive 

SPY interview, referring to a notorious 1936 performance, "Yams 

Up My Granny's Ass,” at the now-defunct East Village nightspot 

The World, The performance had inspired a series of articles in rhe 

Village Voice y including one by Pete Hamid (now the editor-in-chief 

"Bob Flanagan in Hospital Bed " from Visiting 
Hours; an installation by Boh Flanagan in 

collaboration with Sheree Rose. 

Sctiwarzknoler had staged Dhotigraods with animal 
....he aeiwiaied panic region at 

tollahoralor Mela i cihalka. 
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SURROUNDED AS WE ARE IN THE NINETIES WITH BEAUTIFUL, WONDERFUL, GENUINE YOUNG PEOPLE 

LIKE TEENAGE ROCKERS HANSON AND YOU MG ALICIA SILVERSTONE, IT CAN SOMETIMES BE A STIMULATING 

EXERCISE TO TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT SOME OF OUR OTHER SEEMINGLY VIBRANT CELEBRITIES AND APPRECIATE 

THEM FOR WHO THEYR EALLY ARE I NOT TO SUGGEST THAT THERE 

MIGHT BE ANYTHING UNDER THE GLITZY SURFACE THAT MIGHT BE A 

FUNNY AND INTERESTING SURPRISE! ND51REE! 

Age: 35 Who wasn't struck* in 1995, by 

the winsome, pre~Raphaelite Chelsea 

Clinton—clone behind the hit song One of 

Us, and its memorable chums "What it God 

WlLs one of lls^ Just a slob like one of us-' 

What a wonderfully fresh young questioner 

she seemed, searching the universe with eyes 

of a child, and with a child's courage to ask 

the Big Questions, The truth, though, was 

that Osborne was already 3T Well done* 

Joan, You had us all fooled.,, for a while! 

ELIZABETH SHUE And Her Sock of Ages, 

Age: 33 As a lithe anti fun- 

filled little slip of a prostitute in 

Leaving Las Vegas* Elizabeth Shut 

stole our hearts. We watched with 

joy ay a relationship of the lovely 

fa the r-d a u g h t e r t y pe d ev e 1 o pc cl 

between Shoe and co-star Nicolas 

Cage. Well* the Academy may 

have missed one here! It turns out 

that misttess-of-disguise Elizabeth 

had already been treading the 

erea ky h wards of Earth for thru 

da\uks when she starred with Cage 

in the Mike Eiggis-helmned ako~- 

drama! Yes indeed. With a birth 

date in 1%-i, it seems lair to say' 

"There is an old woman who lives 

in E, Shue." Not literally of 

course! And not in a bad sense! In 

a fine* good sense! 
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Age: 30 Teeny female readers of 

Seventeen magazine voted long-haired 

Bush fronrman Gavin Rossdale their Sexiest 

Hunk ot the Year. What a surprise for them 

ro learn that chose snake-hip wiggles are in 

fact the work of u 30 year old man! Good 

sport Gavin will surely be laughing at the 

clerical confusion as he hands over his 

Seventeen crown to the deserv ing runner- 

up—whoever lie may be! 

OLESTRA T A Very Complex Molecule! 

Age: 38 Hip and funky fat substitute Olescm certain¬ 

ly did a good job convincing us all that we were earing real 

potato chips! But somehow it forgot to tell us that it was 

actually invented all the way back in 1959 by biochemisrs 

at Procter & Gamble! Wt: may go back to being fat, but 

at least we'll have funny memories of this confusion! 

PAT SMEAR. Poo Fighter 
Age; 38 Calling all card Practical joker on the loose! Armed with seme of fun and 

extremely comedtcaily dangerous! We laughed when Pat Smear, guitarist for teen- 

beat rockers the Fob Fighters and host of MTV's ' House of Style ,H stuck a 

child-1 ike tongue in the mouth of Kelsey Grammer on national TV. We howled 

when Smear and his foo-fighting buddies made a cheeky parody of cheesy 

Mentos ads for their video Big Me! Turns out* though, that the funny joke has 

been on us, the public, all along! Bleach-blond Mr, Smear is 38 years old. Wbe 

betide the next industry prankin’ Pat decides to play a funny joke on now that 

his young person’s rock V roll joke has run its clever course! 

mikeWALLACE'<urtLODER 
PAUL IMEWMAN Clearly Over 30, but Maril 

Mike Wallace: Age: 78 

He’s got a rvvinkly smile that 

puts dictators, demagogues, 

and CEOs instantly at ease. 

In fact, however, helmet- 

haired Mike—real name 

Myron—was horn all che way 

back in 1918, What a tricky, 

otherwise very honest, man! 

Kurt Loder: Age: 55 

MTV's Kurt Loder may not 

have Wallace's gravitas as a 

newsman, but at a nor-going - 

anywhere 55 years old, the 

two of them could probably 

have a conversation about the 

Meaning of Life that wasn't 

total gibberish! 

Paul Newman: Age: 72 Always the smart one, super-intelligent ac¬ 

tor Paul has been having fun with his public. Alter a lull and rounded 

career of films like Cool Hand Luke and Buth Cassidy and the Sundance 

Kid—not to mention a signature range of salad dressings, mustards, 

lemonades, popcorn and pretzels-—game-playing Paulie had us all 

thinking he was ensconced comfortably in his early sixties. He's 72! 

What a clever "weaver of dreams" he is! 

Old Friends 

COURTNEY COX' lisa |< u D ROW 

STEALTH TECHNOLOGY, Shhh! 

Age: 40+ Sneaky, seemingly new "stealth" technolo¬ 

gy for aircraft dates back to the 1950s! Looks like a case 

of stealth by name, srealth by nature! Jusr kidding! 

SARI SIMPSON f Eat Hoi- Old Panties! 

Age: 35 Raven-haired Courtney Cox plays a sexy young woman on 

the television show Friends, but when the cameras switch off, clever 

actress Cox walks to the studio parking lor with careful dignity! 

Age: 33 Who says lightning never strikes twice in the same sitcom? 

Anyone who says that should take a respectful closer look at one Lisa 

Kudrowr, whose vivacious dicz Phoebe has more chan one pair of sensi¬ 

ble shoes in her closet! 33 perhaps, in fact! One for each year she is old! 

Age; 38 Who could have helped but fill in love with 

adorable postmodern scamp Bart Simpson? When not play¬ 

ing deliriously puerile phone pranks on the patrons of Moe's 

Tavern, or "recontextuaiizing" America with gouts of self- 

referential humor, pre-pubescent Ban is at home savoring 

the watery calm of hen—yes her!-—late thirties! Bart’s real 

name is an old woman named Nancy Cartwright. We can 

see where he learned his love oi mischief and Ericks! 
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ECSTASY, No Spring Tripping 

Age: 84 If a man were to offer you some methy lenedfoxy-mechampheta- 

mine" in a nightclub, you'd probably tell him to go home and curl up with a 

glass of warm milk and a big, boring book about science written in special large 

type for old people! Well, you've just turned down some Ecstasy! News Flash! 

The world's ninetiesest* raviest drug could actually be collecting a pension 

right now, if it were a person, given that it blew its first mind back in 1914! 

We knew the whole point of taking ecstasy was the funny thoughts it makes 

you think. Looks like the confusing little chemical had us thinking ir was one 

of our special au amrant nineties things when* in fact, it's old! 

dent newspaper, Gabrieile Cartcris was like 90210 s Mistress of 

Propaganda. Maybe it was during her method-acting preparations for 

the role rhar she discovered her impressive talent for keeping secrets. 

I Like, say, that she turned 30 during the show’s second season?! 

I Age: 33 Hothead, gambler, occasional drinker: what more seething 

bundle of raw, teenage nerves could there ever be than Steve, the show's 

rebellious younger blond man? Viewers who may actually have been 

genuinely concerned by the direction "Steves" life seemed tube taking 

may be surprised that Steve's real name is actor fan Ziering, a man of 

age 33^ Well done on fouling us, Steve! Or should we say, "Ian!" 

“PHAT,” Ancient Mariner, Yo! 

Age: 319 People who enjoy using the new, fashionable word “phat" to 

describe something that is very good may be in for an interesting surprise. 

According to the Oxford English Diittonary, the word "pbat" dates back all 

the way to 1678—1678:'—when someone wrote* “As the Brine runs from 

the Salt alter it is laded out of the Phats." Phewr! What a well-deserved rest 

"phat" has earned itself! 

TOM AND TOM, Prune-,Juice Guys 

Age: 31 The boyish* blond millionaires behind the Nantucket Nectars 

beverage company wear baggy shores around the office and have instituted a 

"no-necktie” policy for the people who work for them! Silly us for assuming 

that meant they were easy-going young men! In fact, Tom and Tom were 

both born in 1966, which makes them over 50. It never occurred to us that 

maybe all that Loose Clothing might in tact be evidence of a nasry skin con¬ 

dition instead of a youthful "casual" attitude. Our apologies gentlemen, for 

buying your product without folly appreciating where you were coming from. 

Duh to us! We goofed! 

C00LI0 Fantastic Dotage! 

Age: 35 Life as a young person in South Central 

Los Angeles, as everyone knows, is youthful and a lot 

of fon—espoctally for its dynamic young rap stars like 

Coolio—but it can also be rough and tough. Almost 

certainly it must have been some strange pension law 

for gang alumni chat prevented Coolio from an¬ 

nouncing to the world that he was in fact 35 at rhe 

time of his greatest* young-person-sryle success. There 

must also be a good reason for why he had a young 

person s hairstyle all that time! What could ir be? 

PAGERS , Turning Over an Old Leaf 

Age: 40+ Electronic pagers present themselves as the 

height of hipness. Bur users will he fascinated to Learn that 

they were invented in 1956! Clever, discreet pagers must 

have been celebrating their birthdays in "silent mode!' 

BABY FACE That has a Secret 

Age: 38 This enfant lovable of the R&B slow-jam 

dropped some playful hints in his recent duet with 

Stevie Wonder about a fonny secret he has! If you listen 

carefully,"How Come, How long" had lyrics abour 

Domestic Violence! [domestic violence? That issue 

which affects mainly older people? Yes. What a classy, 

dignified swansong by real-name Russell Edmunds! 
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HENRY WINKLER IN HAPPY DAYS, Ayyyyyy-girtQ! 

Age; 39 With his laid-back manner, motorcycle, and black leather 

jacket, teenage rebel Arthur Fonzardli caught young people across the 

globe, from Venezuela to Vladivostok, about the very essence of young 

behavior! In on incredible chain of circumstances, however, it seems that 

genuine teenagers the world over were caking instructions -by the end 

of the show's run—from a person of 39 years. If he had been deliberate¬ 

ly misleading—which of course he wasn't—his name could be Henry 

Hoodwinkler! Whac a bad joke! 

LIPOSUCTION, Seventy Lean Years! 

Age: 76 Raise your hand if you thought you'd been 

given the impression that the surgical technique of lipo¬ 

suction was a fresh and nineties new way of making far 

people look thinner! You are not alone! The interesting 

reality, however, is that the first liposuction procedure 

was performed in 1921, when an old man named Dr. 

Dujarrier sucked the excess fat from a then-young 

dancer's knee via a "uterine curette." Who knew that 

seemingly new liposuction had such a distiguished and 

lengthy life-story folded cleverly away! 

Age: 34 King of the cellu¬ 

loid bildungsroman Marchio 

had us hanging on his every 

spasm of coltish impatience 

throughout the Karate Kid 

and its successful sequel 

Karate Kiel II. Turns our, 

though, that like any good 

piece of Eastern Philosophy, 

there was—how you say?—"a 

lot more than met the eye." 

Zen-master Match io had al¬ 

ready become a man" several 

times over! 

Age: 38 What a shore and 

playful teenager that wras 

alongside Judy Garland in all 

chose movies from the past! in fact, very interestingly, Rooney was all of 

38 years old when he was playing some of those resource hi! urchins! 

Everybody knows Rooney is an old man now. How wonderfully sur¬ 

prising that it now emerges he was old even when he was having us be¬ 

lieve he was young. What a quirky secret! 

DEBORAH HARRY, Pacemaker of Glass! 

Age: 31 The groundbreaking yellow-haired-ingenue who ran the 

Blondle operation sei every male foot in the world firmly tapping! 

Vigorous hit songs like Sunday Girl had us all agog at the wonderful 

bounciness of1 being young. Clever, ceasing Debbie even had love-filled 

young boys the world over convinced that this pretty golden tinkerbeJl 

was the genuine article, an object of legitimate sexual desire. In fact, as a 

hard-nosed, goal oriented businessperson of 31 years of age, skillful 

Deborah should be afforded the respect she is due as the slippy slidy 

shapes hi her of Seventies Rock V Roll! 

Age: 30 The first time the world met 

Mr Dusrm Hoffman, he was a confused sex¬ 

having 21 -year-old college graduate in The, 

er,+,Graduate.In fact, Hoffman was already 

30 when the movie came out, nor coo much 

younger than co-star Anne Bancroft, How 

the pair must have laughed about his pre¬ 

tending ro have all that sex! 

ALEX l< E L LY™ 
BUNDY Old Enough to Know Better 

Age: 31 So bound up is Mr. Kellys public per¬ 

sona with teenage parties and clumsy sex, it's easy 

to nod along with the idea that this handsome 

rapist is still a teen. 

Hard math would beg 

ro differ: all that stuff 

was fifteen years ago! n 

Age: 42 Bad-boy S 

serial killer Theodore 

Bundy initially man¬ 

aged to convince cops 

he was a college stu¬ 

dent! Nice try, then- 

32-year-old Ted! 

STOCKARD CHANNING IN GREASE, Look at Me Pm Seventy! 

Age: 35 In 1978, Stocknrd Charming had us all weeping with her por¬ 

trayal of the catty, tormented teen-pregnancy victim Rixzo in the high- 

school coming-of-age movie Grease. How we would have risen amazedly 

from our seats if we'd known that actress Charming was in bet 35! No wonder 

she didn't cough when she smoked cigarettes during rhe slumber-party se¬ 

quence—unlike a certain Olivia Newton John we could mention! 

RALPH MACCHIO Coming of Age? 

Coming of 0/d Age! I] ] C I V ROONEY 
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Strictly speaking, it is only th emselves that 

stu b women love with an intensity compura 

to that of the mans love for them. 

SJordms their need tie in the direction oflovin 

hut ofhehig loved. r. 

—Sigmund Freud, Un iXamssm 



BITCH, THE LATEST OFFERING FROM ELIZABETH WURTZEL, 
is a book you can judge by its cover. Unlike Prvzac Nation, on which Wurtzel only exposes her 

midriff, she's completely naked this time. Her right hand is draped seductively over the back 

of a chair, and her left hand is resting on her head, the middle finger extending upwards to form 

the T of Bitih. Her nipples, mercifully, are cloaked in shadow. 

But it s the smile on her face that is the due to the book's contents. It s a knowing, mis¬ 

chievous smile, a smile that says, 'l know this is a tacky way to promote my book, but what 

can I dor' She's not really flipping you the bird, you understand. She's acceding to the demands 

of America’s sex-obsessed, tabloid culture and at the same time advertising her superiority to 

it. It's a post-modern marketing ploy, a publicity stunt that captures the Zeitgeist and com¬ 

ments on it simultaneously 

Elizabeth Wurrzet is the best-known of a new generation of nonfiction writers, nearly all 

of whom are women, and most of whom, oddly enough, went to Harvard: as well as Wurtzel, 

there is MelanieThemstrom (Gass of ’87). Katie RoipheC90), Farai ChtdeyaC90), j.C Hera 

('93), and Tara McCarthy C93 k They’re the latest pledges to a literary sorority which includes 

Kathryn Harrison, Daphne Merkin, Mary Karr, Caroline Knapp, Mary Gordon, and Lucy 

Grealy, all authors of high-tone, confessional autobiographies. The Harvard chapter of this 

sorority is fast becoming its own brand, the diffusion line of the more upscale "crisis memoir' 

While presenting 

themselves as author¬ 
ities on live wire, Gen 

X topics like the 

Internet, sexual poli¬ 

tics, and depression, 

what they nearly all 

have in common is a 

reliance on personal 

rem misce nces rat he r 

than conventional re¬ 

porting skills to 

make their points. 

Their sense of excep- 

tionalism, a hallmark of the Harvard graduate, infuses everything they write, though it sits a 

little strangely with their conviction that their experiences are somehow typical of their gen¬ 

eration as well, Perhaps no other school could have produced women arrogant enough to 

dredge up their inner children while they're still, basically, children. 

The prevailing orthodoxy ac all Ivy League schools now, particularly Harvard, is that any 

claim to objectivity is bogus, that a persons race, gender, sexual orientation, and socio-eco¬ 

nomic status inevitably Informs everydiing they write. The upshot is that subjective experi- 

ence has been granted a significance that it never used to possess. 

Tli is academic consignment of objectivity to the cultural scrapheap has coincided with a 

general trend in publishing towards personality-driven books. After the astonishing success 

of Iatotra, the Chrysler chairmans self-serving autobiography, in the mid-eighties, publishers 

have scrambled to sign up strong personalities to head up their lists, white books by authors 

who weren'i deemed 'promotable' were quietly dropjjed. Today, the whole industry- is geared 

towards creating franchises and brands around key individuals, a change reflected in the as¬ 

cension of marketing vice presidents and the decline of editors. The traditional virtues of big, 

non-fiction books wrestling with the issues of die day—impartiality, accuracy, fair-minded¬ 
ness—have been jettisoned in favor of more touchy-feely, some would say "female," vi rtues, 

such as sharing and opening-up. In rbe current climate, books by attractive Harvard coeds, 

laced with vivid accounts oi traumatic childhood experiences, are thought to be pretty safe bets, 

In effect, these writers have been granted an academic license, and given a financial in¬ 

centive, to indulge their narcissism. They've been persuaded by professors and publishers alike 

that their solipsistit egotism is a form of higher journalism, rather than a commonplace per¬ 

sonality disorder. Due to an unfortunate combination of circumstances, they've been able to 

pass off what are essentially their diaries as zeitgeist-capturing primary texts, windows to 

the soul of a generation. 

ELIZABETH WURTZEL: happy in hst. A modem-day version ul the fast-lning* jazfc-danc- 

ing A mils Nin^—without the bongos of course. 
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Nor surprisingly, with the exception of Prozac Nation, none of these hooks have been big 

sellers. In spite of the book-buying public’s seemingly unquenchable appetite for the home- 

spun philosophies of swashbuckling business leaders, they’ve been less impressed by what 25- 

y ear-old girls have to say about—for instance—rbe inherent racism of the news media. The 

combination of academic high-minded ness and aggressive, lowbrow marketing tactics just 

hasn't gone over Though these authors are hip to the way the modem publishing game is 

played—pick a hot-button issue, stjck a sexy picture of yourself on the jacket, play the Harvard 

card—wanting to be judged as the intellectual heirs of Gloria Steinem, Germaine Greer, and 

Betty Freidan is asking a little too much. 

*'We me paying [men] the honor of 

communicating os honestly os we 

ran, and treating them as we 

would want to he treated. After all, 

if more men gained sensitive 

WHEN MELANIE THERNSTROM TURNED IN HER SENIOR listening skiffs they would have 

HONORS THESIS in 19#7, she had little idea of the Pandora's Box she was about to 

open. Called Mistakes of Metaphor, it was an account of the murder of her best friend, Roberta 

JBibF Lee, by Lees boyfriend three years earlier Michael Blumenthal, her poetry professor, was 

so impressed he showed it to two literary agents, Glen Hartley and Lynn Chu, who, after 

some minor revisions, showed it to some publishers. By the time the dust had settled in the 

ensuing bidding war, Melanie Thernstrom had an advance of $367,000, 

The Dead Girl, which was published by Pocket Books in 1990, is a peculiar combination 

of literary theory and true crime, It’s a rambling, articulate mess of a book, precisely the kind 

of memoir you’d expect from a Harvard coed with the collected works of Jean-Paul Sart re on 

her bookshelf, The real subject of the book, needless to say, is 

not Roberta Lee but Melanie Thernstrom—her boyfriend (the 

writer Bill McKibbon under a pseudonym), her weight prob¬ 

lem, her attempted suicide—and she goes on at some length, in 

a lit-crit kind of way, to Justify this. “It's not just a murder sto¬ 

ry," she told The Boston Globe, '"It’s abour me too. And about the 

coming of age. It is about metaphor and Language and how you 

negotiate loss and death, '1 Harold Brodkey loved it—"I like this 

book better than In Cdd Blood'-—but not surprisingly, fans of the 

true-crime genre didn’t. Its initial print run of 60,000 was un¬ 

realistic. It wasn't a big seller 

In the interviews she gave to promote the book, Thernstrom 

took pains to distance herself from her whopping advance. "It has 

everything to do with my agents I don't have rhe talent for mak¬ 

ing money, They do/' She also made it clear it had been her pub¬ 

lisher's idea to give it a conventional, true crime structure, 

concluding with the murder trial, and she complained about the 

title, which was suggested by one of her agents, "it’s hard to 

think of your own dear book being called The Dmd Girl ” she 

told People magazine. As far as future projects went, Thernstrom 

told the Globe, she planned to turn her attention to poetry and 

possibly a children's book. Another foray into non-fiction was 

conceivable, she admitted, "but only if it is personal autobio¬ 

graphical writing.” 

And personal, autobiographical writing it was—sort of. 

Halfway Heaven: Diary of a Hanard Murder, published this 

September by Doubleday, was another murder story, but this 

time about someone Thernstrom had only briefly met: an 

Ethiopian Harvard student who murdered her roommate and 

then committed suicide. Lest the reprise of her earlier topic strike 

any reader as- exploitative, Halfway Heaven was couched ingenu¬ 

ously in Thernstrom s first-person meditations about her own discomfort at reporting on such 

a tragic affair. The poetry and children's books, it seemed, would have to wait. 

'intuition ' too. ” 

—Cion a Steinem 

GLORIA STEINEM: 

Despite having 

LIKE SEVERAL OF THE HARVARD GRADUATES who followed 

in her footsteps, Melanie Thernstrom is fairly well -connected Her mother, Abigail, is 

a prominent neoconservative political scientist and her father, Stephan, is the Winthrop 

Professor of American History at Harvard. But the next Harvard graduate to publish her 

diary, Katie Roiphe, was even better connected. Her father, Herman, is a well-known 

New York psychoanalyst and her mother is the feminist writer Anne Roiphe, author of 

worked for a while 

as a Playboy bun¬ 

ny, Gloria generally 

managed to keep 

her personal 

reininscences out of 

her feminism. 
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Up The Sandbox and for years a regular contributor ro 

the Neu> York Times. 

Not coincidentally, Katie Roiphe's big break came 

when the Times published an op-ed piece by her in 

November, 1991, arguing that the then widespread 

hysteria about date rape was a matadu bmgimm. This 

quickly led to an agent and a btx>k deal and, in 19931 
The Morning After was published by Little Brown. 

The Morning After reads more like a polemical essay 

than a personal memoir, not unlike The Beauty Myth by 

Naomi Wolf and Backlash by Suzan Faludi, except that 

in place of:an argument it substitutes an endless series of 

personal anecdotes. In the promiscuities and political af¬ 

fectations of a handful of her classmates, Roiphe seeks to 

find a sweeping critique of American sexual attitudes, or 

at least something substantial enough to justify' the sub¬ 

title "Sex, Fear, and Feminism,” Where Roiphe parts 

company with Wolf and Faludi, however, is in her ar¬ 

racks on many of the shibboleths of the modem feminist 

movement. In particular, she singles out the hysteria over 

date rape on college campuses, claiming ir stems from a 

Victorian conception of women as passive victims whose 

virtue needs to be protected from predatory men. 

Almost overnight, Roiphe became the politically correct movements favorite whipping 

boy, with hundreds of Princeton students signing a petition against her. In the months fol¬ 

lowing the publication of The Morning After, she received sack-loads of hate-mail, with one fem¬ 

inist label ing her "rhe Clarence Thomas of women.” Her critics were right about one thing: 

Roiphe had hills. 

Strangely, however, in the Introduction to the paperback edition, Roiphe complains about 

the partisan reaction to The A1'anting After, taking her critics to task for responding in such a 

blind, knee-jerk way. Whar was she expecting, hosannas all Bound? She deliberately took a 

provocative, controversial line on a hot-button issue, a move guaranteed to polarize rhe debate, 

not produce a climate of measured, thoughtful discussion. "In an age of fast food and microwave 

ovens," she laments, "it seems natural to reach for the equivalent in ideas.” forgetting for a mo¬ 

ment that her own book grew out of a 3 50-watt Samsung of an op-ed piece. 

Since the publication of The Morning After. Roiphe has frequently complained about Lx- 

ing unfairly cast as a neoconscrvadvc, yer she's done little to contradict the impression. J ler 

most recent book, Last Night in Paradise, which is even mnre anecdotal than The Morning After, 

at times reads like a wistful lament for the nineteenth century, with its "strong social codes" 

and "rules to live by;" and she recently wrote an article for Esquire in which she confessed that 

"my independence is in pan an elaborately constructed facade that hides a more traditional 

feminine desire to be protected and provided for," Its as if she's been pushed into an anti-fem¬ 

inist position by the notoriety she attracted for her first book. As John Updike is fond of say¬ 

ing, celebrity is a mask that's impossible to take off. 

MELANIE THERNSTROM] 

pop) aiming tragedy's sil¬ 

ver lining into gold. 

KATIE ROIPHE; 

(buEtnm) ignoring il\e 

view from a room of her 

own. 

"Sometimes l flunk 1 began writing 

in order to make room for f/te 

wandering that haunts my sou! and 

barks and saws at my body: to give 

if a /dare and a time; to turn its 

s/tatp edge a way from my flesh; to 

give, seek, fomh1 rail, bring into the 

world a new being who won Y 

restrain me; who won Y drive me 

away„ who won /perish from very 

naro w ness. 
7T 

—Helene Cixaus 

THIS WILLINGNESS TO PLAY ALONG WITH THE 
MEDIA’S TYPECASTING when it comes to promoting a book, coupled 

with endless complaints about the typecasting when it no longer suits them, is ry}> 
Seal of the Harvard school of nonfiction writers. It's an odd combination of pre¬ 

ciousness and huckster] sm, naivete and nous. An even better example rhan either 

Themstrom or Roiphe is Elizabeth WurtzeL 

If Thernstrom was the trailblazer* showing how to turn your leather-bound 

Harvard Coop diary mro a $367,000 advance, Wurrzel led the stampede. She 

didn't have any of Thernstrom s well-bred reservations about hogging the spot¬ 

light. With a cock in each hand, a snout full oi cocaine, and a bdly full of bile, 

Wurtzel tore through Harvard like Courtney Love on a bad-hair day, spitting 

out antidepressants wherever she went. By the time she was through she had a 

Rolling Stone Journalism Award, a gig at The Nm* Yorker and a contract to write 

what would become the most reviled book of the decade, Prozac Nat ton. 

So much has been written about Prozac Nation, published by Houghton 
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Mifflin in 1994, its one of those books you fed you don't need to read to get a handle on. 

You don't. It turns out to be just as you imagined: a torturous, nerve-shattering, fmgers- 

on-a-blackboard kind of book. Reading it is like being locked in a padded cell for 48 hours 

with a younger version of George Castanzas mother. It's one ceaseless, narcissistic whine: 

about how depressed she is all the time, how she kept being 

prescribed inadequate medication, how her father wasn't 

there for her...on and on it goes. It should have a warning la¬ 

bel on the cover: 1 Do not attempt to read this book without 

a bottle of 200 Ibupmfen immediately on hand. 

In the Afterword to Prozac Nation, written a year after all 

the negative reviews appeared, WurtzeL claims this was pre¬ 

cisely the effect she intended. "I found myself saying to not 

a few people who would tell me they found the book anger¬ 

ing and annoying to read: Good- Very good: That means I did 

what I had set out to do." 

Yet this triumphalisc tone, congratulating herself on hav¬ 

ing yanked her critics' chains, sits a little oddly with the end¬ 

lessly repeated theme of Prozac Nation: No one understands 

me. Wurtzel is like one of those annoying adolescents who 

preempts the rejection of her peers by acting out, then wal¬ 

lows in self-pity because nobody wants to be her friend, She 

attacks the media for over-exposing Prozac—-"it s ruining a 

serious problem into a joke''—yet she was the one who called 

her book Prozac Nation, as if her own struggle with mental ill¬ 

ness spoke to the concerns of the whole country. She com¬ 

plains that clinical depression has received so much press 

coverage that she has ceased to be this freakishly depressed 

person" and become "downright trendy," but that's what hap¬ 

pens if you pose on the cover of your book wearing a kinderwhore T-shirt and an expres¬ 

sion which, in her own words, says, “I'm depressed—fuck me." (It's like the cover of a video 

called Bell de Jar.) Reading the Afterword, it's as though she's forgotten she was responsi¬ 

ble for putting the press'' into depression, 

Tales of Wunzci's drug-fueled, attention-seeking behavior abound. At Harvard she 

would go up to men at parties and say, 'Tm writing a book abour I larvard. You’re in it," 

She told a society writer for the Nett,1 York Times that her suffering was just as meaningful as 

what was happening in Bosnia. When New Yorker editor Hendrick Henzberg broke off 

their affair shortly before she was let go from the magazine, Wurtzd ralked of using their 

relationship against him. She threw a hissy fit when Mario Puiice, art director of Doubleday, 

showed her the cover of Bitch, demanding that her stomach be airbrushed to look more aer¬ 

obic! zed. She posed topless for British GQ. 

Needless to say, her relentless self-promotion has paid off like gang busters. Prozac Nation 

sold sufficiently well, particularly in paperback, to net her a $500,000 advance for Bitch. 

which is being published this January, Judging from the advance reading excerpt, a 52-page 

chapter called "Hey Little Girl Is Your Daddy Home," Bitch won't be any better received 

than her first book. It s a pseudo-feminist defense of Amy Fisher, the Long Island Lolita serv¬ 

ing ten-ro-fifteen for the attempted murder of Mary Jo Buttafboco, on the grounds that, 

wouldn't you know it, she’s not so very different from the way Elizabeth Wurtzel was at her 

age. For Amy Fisher s sake, let’s hope Bitch doesn't fall into the hands of the Albion State 

Correctional Center's parole board. 

By the time Prozac Nation hit bookstores, the blueprint for the successful Harvard nonfic¬ 

tion book was established. Pick a big, for, juicy topic, preferably something to do with sex; pack 

irt as many personal reminiscences as you can, including lots of sex, and pass them off as repre¬ 

sentative of an entire generation (i.e. call your book " Nation"): slap a sexy picture of 

yourself on the jacket; and casually exploit any personal connections you have in the media, in¬ 

cluding in several cases having sex with them. An exception to this of course is Tara McCarthy 

Been 'There, Haven't Done That, her cell-all autobiography about clinging onto her virginity in 

spite of having done everything but-—a non-confessional memoir (Themstrom, Roiphe, and 

Wurtzel, on the other hand, have dated so many well-known authors they should be cheerleaders 

at the annual Artists and Writers softball game in the Hamptons ) 

One inevitable question is: Why Harvard / The obvious answer is that the extensive network 

J.C. HERTZ: 

author of the 

strangely titled 

Surfing on the Internet, 

standing an actual 

surfboard! 

"Wonlen talk for a variety of 

reasons. Sometimes women talk for 

the same reasons men stop talking., 

I here are four common reasons 

women talk: I. To convey or gather 

informationr 2, To explore and 

discover what it is she wants to 

say. (He stops talking to figure out 

inside what he wants to say. She 

talks to thmk out loud.} 3. To feel 

better and more centered when she 's 

upset, (lie stops talking when he is 

upset. In his rave he has a chance 

to cool off.) 4. To create intimacy. 

Through sharing her feelings she is 

able to kno w her loving self 

—John Gray 
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of Harvard graduates among the cultural elite takes care of its own. 'The Harvard people really 

look out for each other," says Vanity Fair critic James Wolcott, Another answer is that Harvard 

grooms its students for success. "My take on 1 kirvard has always been that its a consummate ed¬ 

ucation in high-powered, professional networking," says an editor at Slate. I kirvard also instills 

its students with the self-confidence to write autobiographical bonks while still in their twen¬ 

ties—and the chutzpah to dress them up as Zeitgeist-bottling generational statements. 'Tile 

kids who graduate from Harvard are relentlessly nurtured to believe in their own exceptional - 

ism," says Joy De Menil, a Harvard graduate and Associate Editor at Random House. "Having 

been told by friends and teachers that your ideas are exquisite, that's the time you have the au¬ 

dacity to go- ahead and publish." 

This leaves the question of why so many Harvard women, as apposed to men, have landed 

book deals recently. The answer is that nonfiction books by women are one of the few growth 

areas in publishing at the moment. They jibe with the therapeutic, encounter-group atmosphere 

of Clinton's America, and they're the likeliest candidates to be picked by the Oprah Book Club, 

the most influential endorsement there is. Women—particularly young, attractive women— 

who are prepared to share their most intimate experiences with daytime talk-shows hosts are 

very ’promo-table.' "1 don’t think anyone wants to hear from smart young men at the moment, 

Says Daniel T, Max, a Harvard graduate and unemployed cultural critic, 

One of the most successful exponents of the Harvard nonfiction formula is J.C. Herz, a 

brassy South African with a gift for self-advertisement. Her first book. Surfing on the Internet {sic), 

published by Little Brown in 1995, has a huge picture of her on 

the cover wearing a low-cut cardigan with—surprise!—nothing 

underneath. The blurb on the back let's you know she's a Playboy 

contributor and the chapter headings include J'Cross-Dressing in 

Cyberspace/' "Rolling in the MUD,' and 11 Cybersuicide." Surfing 

on the Internet is basically the diary Herz kept while she was cooped 

up in the basemen r of Harvard’s Science Center playing on an IBM 

PC, judging from the breathless pace of her prose, Herz should 

have laid off the coffee. 

Her follow-upbJoystick Nation t published by Little Brown ear¬ 

lier this year, is an equally fast-paced survey of the world of video 

games. (Again with the '’Nation’’?} As you might expect from the 

author of Stuffing on the Internet—the correct phrase is "Surfing the 

Net"—it’s riddled with misnomers. Defender was not a shooter," 

for heaven's sake. It was a "shoot-Lm-up ' Joystkk Nation also en¬ 

joys the distinction of containing the worst sentence ever written 

by a college graduate; "In this business, software drives hardware 

with jackboots and a riding crop," 

A RARE DEPARTURE FROM THE E8TAB- 
LISI1E1) FORMULA was Farai Chideyas Don't Beiim the 

Hyper in chat she kept personal reminiscences to a minimum. 

Given the books subtitle, "fighting cultural misinformation 

about African-Americans," however, Ghideya's funky, muiri-cul- 

ti persona was naturally part of the package. And even in this 

company, Chideya* a 27-year-old Harvard graduate, is a hustler 

without equal. She likes to claim she was a reporter at Newsueek 

for four years, when in fact for some of that ti me she would more 

properly be described as having been an intern there, 

Her website www.popandpolitics.com* lists every single contribution shi. ’s ever made to 

a national newspaper or magazine, though her by-line was often one ol I A Nothing is ton 

trivial to leave out, including a letter she wrote to The American Spectator* In her websites 

"Bio” section, under the heading "Bookings and Appearances," Chideya even provides the 

number of her booking agent. "1 am available to give speeches at college campuses and cor¬ 

porations/’ she tells bewildered propeller-heads. "To inquire about or book Li lecture please 

call Elite Dcegan at K & 8 Speakers; 1-SOO-762-4234,” 
Chideya may well be sincere in her "mission" to combat racism in the news, but she can t 

be oblivious to rhe fact that the besr way to get the media's attention is to attack it. Shortly 

after Don't Believe iht Hype appeared, Chideya was recruited by CNN to he part of its 

"Gen X Team/’ commenting on the 1996 presidential campaign and she now works for 

11 Thy men prefer to express 

themselves through fiction: 

"The [male] artist is a 

fantasy achiever . Moving his 

troops around on paper 

he achieves in fantasy what he 

could achieve in no other way: 

honour power, riches and the 

love of women." 

—Germ nine Greer 

GERMAINE GREER: 

Cleft !■ (.i mfessHHtal 

nonfiction: yes. 

I larvard grad; no. 

FARAI CHIDEYA: 

(below i hunting 

for cultural 

misinformation 

backs M ye at a Plush 

concert. 
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ABC. The attitude of men like ABC News chief Roone Arledge, to 

paraphrase Lyndon Johnson, may well be that it's better to have people 

like Giideya on the inside pissing out, chan on the outside pissing in. 

LIKE THE OTHER HARVARD WRITERS OF 
HER GENERATION, Chid eyas attitude to the media-indus¬ 

trial complex is schizophrenic: on the one hand, it’s responsible for a 

great deal of what's wrong with our society; on the other, it's their tick¬ 

et to fame and fortune. In their books, these writers trot out the stan¬ 

dard complaints about our media-saturated culture, the way it dumbs 

everything down to the level of a crude, simple-minded morality play, 

that kind of thing. Yet they also crave the fame, the riches, the instant 

authority, that being a media darling can bring them. 

Ironically if the media's reaction to complex problems weren’t so 

black and white, if its response to issues like depressive illness, date 

rape, and racism were more measured, writers like Wurtzel, Roiphe 

and Chideya wouldn't get so much attention. Its only because of the 

media's relentless tendency to personalize everything, to cover every is¬ 

sue by assembling a collage of soundbites from various colorful indi¬ 

viduals, that these authors have been so successful. They've each staked 

a claim to a hot-button issue and whenever some wretched hack on 

deadline needs a quote on the subject, they're the people to call 

Ultimately, the really disheartening aspect of their success isn’t 

that they're such naked opportunists—quite literally, in Elizabeth 

Wurtzel s case—or such shameless narcissists. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, after all, suffered from 

both those faults but his Confessions are pretty entertaining nevertheless. The really depress¬ 

ing thing is that they're so mediocre. The only stand-out among the Harvard schtxil of non- 

fiction writers i$ Suzan Faludi, a 37-year old graduate who is at least a decent reporter, rhanks 

to a stint at the Wall Stmt Journal, and doesn't rely solely on personal reminiscences to cor¬ 

roborate her thesis. As for the rest, they really should wait a while before publishing any more 

volumes of their diaries. 

Towards the end of researching this piece—having read a total of nine books—I happened 

to reread Tom Wolfe's Radical Cbk. The effect was similar to diving into a pool in the 

Hamptons after a nerve-fraying, six-hour crawl tip the LIE. Ir was like the soothing balm 

Laurence Olivier offers Dustin Hoffman in Marathon Man after torturing him with a den¬ 

tist’s drill for hours on end, exposing the nerves in his rccth. Staring at this pile of books, the 

prospect of ever having to reread them filled me with terror. I have to tell you, if Olivier 

was standing in front of me, holding Radical Chic in one hand and Prozac Nation in the oth¬ 

er, asking "Is it safe?”, if I knew the answer, Fd give it up in a New York minute. J 

NAOMI WOLF: 

the author of 7hr 

Remtiy Myth wonders 

what to wear. 

“ W/ty did / write it down? !tt or¬ 

der lo remember if. of course, hut 

what exactly was it l wanted to 

remember? How much of it 

actually happened? Did any of it? 

117/y do l beep a notebook at all? It 

is easy to deceive oneself on all these 

scores. The impulse to write things 

down/ is a peculiarly compulsive 

one, inexplicable to those who do 

not share it, useful only accidently, 

only secondarily, in the way that 

any compulsion tries to justify itself 

,.. Keepers of private notebooks 

ate ... anxious malcontents, 

children afflicted apparently at 

birth with some presentiment of loss. 

—Joan Didiou 
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How on God's green earth can a once-great 

magazine compete in the groovy and ironic late nineties? 

No, seriously. Like, what is going on? 

THERE ARE FEW 
seennds piatti in the underlit Italian restaurant of American publishing—and even fewer dol- 

cL Once a magazine has enjoyed its bite of the cherry—once it has captured the Zeitgeist, 

stormed the public consciousness, and attainted near-biblical status in the eyes of its read¬ 

ership—rarely, as it were, docs it get a second bite of the cherry. Not thar publications 

don’t try to engineer their own comebacks—they do so all the time* Esquire is making a new 

pitch for the big time under spunky new editor David Granger Tim magazine is running 

a fresh new vibe up the flagpole to see who tries to burn it* Even Playboy is taking steps to 

reclaim its former relevance. 

But what about the granddaddy of them all? What about Rogue? Does anybody even re¬ 

member Rogue, the super-life rare style manual of the early sixties that set the tone and 

primed the pump for publishing megaliths such as Esquire and GQ? No less a figure than 

Votiity Fair's Gray don Carter hailed Rogue as a major influence on his career during his ac¬ 

ceptance speech as Magazine Editor of the Year. And moments later found himself gazing 

down upon an audience whose unanimously blank expressions called nothing to mind so 

much as those vast arrays of solar panels they have all over New Mexico, 

In fkctt the only other person to go on record recently as having any recollection at all 

of Rogue's one-time magnificence is a shaven-headed 41 year-old man called Michael 

Sedgwick, who happens to be its new editor. 

It was Sedgwick, after ail, bitter and opportunistic after his 12 years as the strangely male 

executive editor of YAf ended in dismissal, who found himself last July sharing a Miami el¬ 

evator with rubber-faced Australian tycoon Rupert Murdoch* To hear Sedgwick tell the 

Story, Murdoch became entranced by Sedgwick's outsized 'triple-sensor'’ wristwatth and 

(left) One part hubris. One part self-referential irony. One part appallingly bad judgement. Sedgwick’s own face adorns the inaugural cover of the new Rogue, 
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made him an immediate offer of $150 for watch , presentation case, and instruction manu¬ 

al, Though Sedgwick declined, the two men fell to talking, and within an hour Sedgwick 

had a new job. His mission: to come up with a prospectus, business plan, and editorial vi¬ 

sion for a new glossy men's magazine to compete directly with Maxim, ROY* Esquire* et ah 

By cellphone the next day, however, Sedgwick told his new boss he had an even better 

idea: why not start an old magazine? Rather than join the throng of titles in a Hobbesian 

jostle at the starting line, he argued, Murdochs millions would be far better spent on a mag¬ 

azine that already had a head-start, a magazine like Rogue, "When push came to shove," 

Sedgwick explained to Murdoch, the name recogn ition, however pathetic, of Rogue would 

give them the edge they needed to be competitive. Murdoch’s tentative approval was secured 

and, after a few days of long-distance budget discussions with the bank that owned the Rogue 

name, Sedgwick got his green light, to the tune of ten million dollars. 

Sources close to Sedgwick say he knows how much he has gotten away with. Whatever 

"when push conies to shove" means to him, he knows as well as anyone else chat Rogues 

name counts for nothing—but he doesn't care. After more than a decade advising teenage 

girls not to stuff their bras with toilet paper, Sedgwick apparently feels the rime has come 

for him to make his splash in the grown-up magazine world, Michael has ab¬ 

solutely no doubt that he can make Rogue successful/' one re¬ 

cently hired staffer told SPY. "He's convinced he has the 

entire nineties publishing culture figured, and he thinks 

he’s found the chink in its armor." That chink—something 

of an open secret within the minimalist downtown offices 

of Rogue— is irony. According to Sedgwick's oft-relocated cre¬ 

do, all a magazi ne needs to be successful in the modern era 

is a shimmering patina of wacky, cynical playfulness. Once 

you have that* one staffer remembers being told by Sedgwick 

recently, you have it all. 

t 

Back »sue: RW 

if YOU CAN REMEMBER rogue m the 
SIXTIES THEN YOU WEREN’T REALLY 
READINGit 

As any amateur physicist will testify, the falls that really hurt 

you are the ones you stare when you’re unusually high in the air. 

And in the early-psychedelic heady airspace of the mid- to hue-six¬ 

ties, nothing flew closer to the sun than Rogue, 

Under the trademark red suspenders of legendary editor Stem 

Kerchner—honestly!—Rogue set the scene for a number of titles to which history has been 

kinder. Kerchners Rogue intnxiuced the world to the idea that a magazine for men could 

be about more than just breasts and the obscure, basically apocryphal practice of "swing¬ 

ing/’ Magazines, according to the Kerchner credo, could be about golf and boxing as well. 

With some of the biggest names in misogynist American prose at his disposal , the famously 

eclectic Kerchner used the hme-green Osterizer of the early sixties to churn a super-smooth 

cocktail of polo-necks and NASA-designed nine-irons that caused a publishing tsunami. A 

single issue might find Vladimir Nabokov on the art of punching someone in the face, and 

Norman Mailer's diary of trying to make the cut at rhe Bolshoi Ballet in Moscow, 

"Stem would call you into his office to chew you out," recalls one staffer "Rut he’d im¬ 

mediately lose his thread and be up on his desk demonstrating the Iriquois dance of love, 

or the way T.5, Eliot Eked to lean his slices of toast against each other to cool them off. Ideas 

were like ants to him. And Rogue was his beloved ant farm wdiere he nurtured the ants and 

could show them off to his friends/' Kerchner s enthusiasm was contagious, and everyone 

who was anyone wanted to be part of the action, recalls Vum Nordner {that's an odd name!), 

Rogues literary editor from 1962 to 1995. “Betty Freidan, you know, would stop by the of¬ 

fice with a casserole,’’ recalls Nordner "Or Tom Wolfe would huff up the stairs with the 

phrase Sexual Revolution' written on a napkin and we’d sit around with a bottle of Aquavit 

trying to work out how to slip it into the magazine/' 

While the rest of the world was making soundless super eight movies of their gorgeous 

A 

wives wearing stripy miniskirts in the 

back yard, Kerchner and his New York 

coterie were busy turning Rogue from a 

small-circularion literary pamphlet into a 

newstand colossus. The writing was fresh 

and unashamedly literary; the covers were 

striking and iconic—July, 1963s cover* 

for instance, depicted a glistening Arnold 

Palmer emerging naked from the belly of 

a whale. Rather than be fazed by the social 

chaos of the times, Kerchners thrived on 

its eclecticism, 

Eventually, perhaps inevitably, 

Kerchners teeming reptile brain forced 

him to seek out new challenges. At the 

height of his success, 

Kerchner sold his stock 

in Rogue and ploughed 

the resulting millions 

into the launch ofNeu1 

York Insider* an over¬ 

size monthly that 

was beautifuly de¬ 

signed but stub¬ 

bornly themed 

around an ongo¬ 

ing, weekly-up¬ 

dated survey of 

Manhattan’s 

dwindling array 

of automats. 

Rogue's stub¬ 

born, unwa¬ 

vering pil¬ 

grimage to 

rhe dead-spot 

beneath the 

piece of chewed 

gum on rhe media radar scope was 

hilly underway, 

TROUSERS aw ERRORS 
If you ask Michael Sedgwick—as every¬ 

one inevitably does—where Rogue has 

been over the last 20 years, the comers 

o! his mouth will start to whiten. After 

allowing you a decent interval in which 

to retract your question, during which 

time he will have undone and refas¬ 

tened the belt of his pants, he will in¬ 

variably reply, "Where the fuck have 

you been, you fuck? prior to waddling 

off in disgust. 

The truth however—and this, per¬ 

haps, is where this article begins to get a 

little less believable—is that where Rogue 

has been is the murky mathematical bot¬ 

tom of Lake Circulation, selling an 

unimpressive average offour copies in its 

of 

Jopyricihted rrinlG' 
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traditional stronghold of the metropoli¬ 

tan Northeast, and an additional nine in 

the remaining states and U.S. territories, 

nor including Guam. 

The first editorial meeting of the new 

Rogue convened on May 4, 199?* at 

Sedgwick's sprawling pied-a-rerre in 

Tribeca. Thirty or so of the biggest 

names in publishing helped them selves 

to a cooler full of Diet Snappie and 

watched guardedly as an animated 

Sedgwick strode back and forth between 

an array of large, ominous, two-dimen¬ 

sional rectangles draped in muted navy 

dustsheets. After speaking abstractly for 

a, few minutes—on such disparate topics 

as birth, gravity, and fate—Sedgwick, 

without warning, whipped the dust 

sheet off a massive 6x3’ facsimile 

check for ten million dollars of Rupert 

Murdoch's money. Rogue magazine, 

Sedgwick announced, was officially back, 

and everyone in attendance was, as of 

that very moment, offered a salary in¬ 

crease of 159? to help Sedgwick pursue 

his inspired vision for how Rogue would 

set the world on fire again: as an up-mar¬ 

ket, American version of the British 

"lad" magazine. Trousersf. 

To a crowd of magazine lifers. 

Trousers/ needed no introduction. The ir¬ 

reverent British publishing sensation, 

with its unashamed resolution of pop- 

culture between the concrete axes of ex¬ 

tra-strength lager and massive, golden 

frankenrits, wits in the process of chang¬ 

ing men's magazines. Men were more 

confident in their maleness than ever be¬ 

fore, ran rhe theory behind Trousers.^ and 

no longer needed their pornography to 

be swaddled between pious articles on 

the mafia and interviews with Charles 

Barkley. If executed with the right com¬ 

bination of exuberance and verve, the 

aforementioned mammaries could rake 

their natural place alongside all other 

timeless aspects of masculine bad be¬ 

havior: binge-drinking, soccer-hooli¬ 

ganism, dressing badly, and smoking 

cigarettes to the point of nausea, This, 

ranted Sedgwick, was an idea whose 

time had come. 

As it on cue, a group of busty models 

at th is point emerged from Sedgwick's 

guest bathroom area and whisked away 

the remaining dust-sheets. From a series 

of large cardboard mock-ups of Rogue 

covers, beamed Sedgwick's own face 

and head, manically distorted in ironic, 

debauched abandon. At the conclusion 

INTER-OFFICE MEMO 
TO: ALL 
FROM: Michael Sedgwick 

ROGUE # 464: Additions to Lineup as 

of 9/21/97 

R0GUER1E: 
NEW BAL0NE5S CURES; Nerf Guns 
for Cubicle Warfare; Travel Irons; 
Key chains that Can Surf the Web 

ARTICLE: 
“LINDA FICRENT1N0, MAKING IT 
LOOK EASY" by Derek Reid 
When Derek makes it back down from 
Cloud Nine, can someone thank him 
for a great piece? ItTs a dirty job, 
Derek, but somebody has to do it £ As 
I'm sure a certain Donna Reid will not 
be agreeing!!!!!! 

SPOOF ARTICLE: 
"DANIEL R. KEYBORDE, THE 
COOLEST, MOST FAMOUS 
HOLLYWOOD ACTOR IN THE 
UNIVERSE!” by Danny Murphy 
First, I just want to say thank you to 
everyone. Without you—every single 
one of you^-I don’t think I would have 
the courage to run an article like this. 
Nothing like this has ever been attempt¬ 
ed in the entire history of ROGUE—and 
I think we should be prepared for the 
fact that a lot of people are going to be 
taken in hy this article, and feel that 
we’ve betrayed their trust- But we have 
made a commitment to the use of ironic 
devices (in moderation!) and 1 think it 
will pay off. When you receive this 
memo, I want all of you—even 
Philip!!!—to turn turn to each other 
and quietly say the words, “we are do¬ 
ing something,” I firmly believe that 

this is the piece that’s going to tell the 
world that ROGUE is back, that we're a 
breed apart from all the fashion-tips- 
and puff-piece magazines- At very least, 
it's just as good as those spoof articles 
Esquire and fitfdid. I love you all. 

ARTICLE; 
“George Clooney Rules The World!” 
Three cheers for Karen! The "skinny” 
on ol’ Dr, Batman is something many 
people (like yours truly!) have been 
waiting for for a long long while. 
Thanks for taking us behind the surgi¬ 
cal mask and giving us the real George 
Clooney, The one who plays golf. 

BACKPAGE ROGUE: 
Tony Kendra mourns the fall from 
vogue of women's pantyhose. 

Biologist ^ 
“Bottles" 

Sex-Appeal 
ATHENA PHEROMONE 10* 

iologist Winmfred Cutler has 
now "bottled” her 1936 
discovery of 

human pheromones into 
an aftershave additive that 
increases romantic 
attention users get from 
women. And Dr. Cutter 
tested it in 1994 on 38 
heterosexual men in an 8-week, double- 
blind. placebo-controlled study. Results? 
74% of the 10X. users reported increased 
romantic attention from women. The 
placebo users were not so "lucky". 

Cutter packs heavyweight credentials: 
Ph.D. tram Penn; post-doctoral work at 
Stanford in behavioral endocrinology: 
author of 6 books, over 30 scientific 
papers and the pheromone chapter in an 

booming 
e d I e a I 

textbook for 
physicians. 
Her 1986 
co-discovery 

human 
pheromones 
was repor 

in TIME 
(12/1/86); 
NEWS WEEK 

(1/127 8 7); 
a front 
story in 

the WASHINGTON POST newspaper 
(T1/1S/35). 

Reports from two users who arc definitely 
in the additive’s 74% "success group'1: 
l,l was like a magnet.This one blonde 
came from across the room and said. 'Hi! 
I just wanted to meet you and introduce 
myself!1". Another, on his wife’s 
response: “She seemed to giggle more, 
be receptive to anything romantic.” But. 
Dr. Cutler cautions, 1DX cannot be 
guaranteed to work tor every man. 

Although not a substitute tor good looks or 
good manners, Culler's Athena Pheromone 
1QX": can increase your total pheromone 
power to get women's romantic attention. 

An unscenied cosmetic, not an aphrodisiac. 
10X vials of 1/6 oz., added to 2-3 oz of your 
aftershave or cologne should last 4 to 6 
months. Patent Pending. 

to order Call (619) 827-2200: or write: 
Athena Institute, Dept SP5, 1211 Bracfield Rd., 

Chester Springs. PA 19425 

team more at: http;//www.Athena-lnst.com 

Please senrt me vials of 10X fur men @S99.50^\^ 
and/or vials of 10:13 for wornen @S98.50 

lor a ‘total_by: iiKHiey ondor. check 

Visa, M/C_-_-_-_exp 
signalvre QayPhcme; 

to: Name: 

Address: 
Crty/State_zip 
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of the meeting, ?tome half-hour later, approximately 15 people agreed to join Sedgwick's 

team—with the explicit understanding that his face never appear on the actual maga¬ 

zine cover, and that he forget the whole Trousers! model of publishing because this was 

America and people didn't get a kick out of pretending they had no money. 

According to already disgruntled sources within the fledgling Rogue editorial staff, these 

issues of newsstand positioning have become an all-consuming obsession for Sedgwick as 

the countdown to Rogues relaunch continues—on at least one occasion, quite literally. A 

sticky evening in late August found Sedgwick walking home from a boozy planning ses¬ 

sion with his editors when he stopped by Tony's World Famous Newsstand in Manhattan 

for inspiration. Surveying the arithmetic proliferation of new men's tides, Sedgwick—ac¬ 

cording to witnesses—became distraught prior to backing, Ron Goldman style, into a rack 

of Italian Vogue Bambini where he lay writhing for a good half-minute before being levered 

out by a p&sscrsby His palatial office is apparently littered with dictionaries, spanking new 

copies of Sophocles tragedies, and old Monty Python tapes as Sedgwick burns the candle at 

both ends trying to ironicize his magazine before it's too late. 

THE IRONY GUYS 
t 

Sedgwick’s widely lauded next move was to hire, in his own 

words, "an irony guy," in the shape of Nick Spooner, 

the impish, 20-something editor of Seattle-based ti¬ 

tle Hmmm. With a steady output of memorable fea¬ 

tures such as Tm Only Typing This Headline 

Because, You Know, It Would Be Weird If an Article 

Didn't Have a Headline’ and its legendary 1996 issue, 

"The Issue Issue,” Hnmim used what could perhaps in 

the broadest sense be referred to as "irony" to attract 

major attention from the mainstream publishing in¬ 

dustry. Nevertheless, when Hmmm folded,, men’s maga¬ 

zines, greedy for a modular dose of groovy 

Self-referentiality, fell over themselves to hire Hmmm 

Staffers. Nick Mason went off to lend an air of detachment 

to the record reviews in The Same; Zake Gogol to plumb 

the quirky side of the modem workplace in rhe famously 

tedious J O,B\ and Satan Blorg was snapped up by Guns V 

Ammo to write a monthly column, entitled ’’Shooting 

Ourselves in rhe Foot.1' 

According to sources, Spooner s tenure at Rogue got off to 

a rocky start. Discomfited enough by the personal implica¬ 

tions of entering a Manhattan office building before noon in 

the first place, Spooner's inaugural morning turned blacker 

Still when he scooted into his office. A pathetically grateful 

Sedgwick had srraighcfacedly comini si on ed a nameplate for his door reading "Nick 

Spooner, Editor in Charge of Irony.” Decrying his new title as just some kind of ridicu¬ 

lous bullshit," the goateed west coaster staunchly refused to remove both feet from his 

skateboard until an engraver had been sent for to correct the damage. There in the newly 

painted corridors of Rogue, a humble artisan with chisel and hammer conferred upon 

Spooner, with Sedgwick's helpless approval, the lofty, de facto tide of "Nameplates are 

Overrated Blah Blah Blah.” 

ITS A SPOOR ITS A SPOOR 
It should be pointed out, of course, that by this point the article you arc reading has 

jettisoned the last ounce of its credibility—but no matter. Thus appeased, the soft-spo¬ 

ken Spooner wasted no time making his presence felt. Ac his first editorial meeting, the 

mercurial young firebrand casually declared—as he casually brushed sand of! the stiles of 

his feet—chat the simplest way of establishing an ironic presence was to run a spoof ar¬ 

ticle. "What's a spoof?" asked Sedgwick, visibly foaming with excitement. "You mean a 

parody, like Playboy did of Mens Health'!.No," replied Spooner, "a spoof, A fake article 

indistinguishable from the other articles in the magazine that signals to the reader that 

|p$n<rt a ba\d sf®* 
rt’s a 

A 

you have at least some level of self- 

knowledge about how cheesy you are in 

general. Even if you don’t," 

The suggestion met with general ap¬ 

proval and an intern was duly dis¬ 

patched to leaf through old copies of 

SPY Magazine, looking for seasoned 

satirists to execute the spoof. The 

"pickinV as they say, were dreadfully 

slim. Larry Doyle had committments in 

Hollywood, "punching up” scripts for 

the ninth season of Saved By the Bell; Joe 

Queenan had several appearances on 

Politically Incorrect to prep for as well as 

the final volume of his memoirs. Well, 

If You Ask Ale., .and I Could Have Sworn 

Somebody Did! to complete. 

The only available name was 

that of Danny Murphy, the 

boyish, silver-haired misan¬ 

thrope responsible, in the 

decades since his SPY 

tenure, for such classic vol¬ 

umes of contrarian humor 

as: Cheeseburger is a 

Vegetable and the best- 

selling Vd Love to Have 

Dinner... But First I'm 

Having Lunch With My 

Lawyer! Over lunch at 

Balthazar, Murphy set 

out his requirements. 

He would only con¬ 

sent to execute the 

spoof article—possi¬ 

bly, and this was 

just off the top of 

his head, a profile 

of a fictitious 

1 loliywood actor?—if he was guar¬ 

anteed the complete co-operation of the 

Rogue art department in whipping up 

fake movie posters and the like. A meet¬ 

ing wkh the staffers in charge of head¬ 

lines and table-of-con tents copy would 

also have to be scheduled within the 

week, so that Murphy could brief them 

on the noble art of laying dues for read¬ 

ers, gently letting the cleverer ones in 

on the fact that one of rhe articles was in 

fact a phony 

For Sedgwick, these were small 

potatoes, As long as Rogue would be 

able to pump out puff-piece after puff- 

piece and still be considered ironic” in 

the eyes of the world, no price wras too 

high. He reached below rhe table and 

produced a tiny bag containing $5 bil¬ 

lion in cash and at this point the whole 

thing sort of breaks down. Hi mom! J 
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Sports Action 
You Can Bet On 

Legal, Licensed and insured on the Island of Antigua 

N.A.5.A. Sports is a safe, legal and convenient way for sports 
fans like you to enjoy multi-sport wagering any day of the week. 
At home, in the office, while traveling, or in your car, N AS.A Sports 
makes it easy to turn your sports knowledge into legal winnings. 
With no fee to join, courteous customer service and complete 
account security, N.A.S.A. Sports revolutionizes 
the art of the wager! 

All sports—All the time 

Open 24 hours a day—every day ,/i 

No bet limits on any sports 

Earliest football lines—we post the following week's lines on Sunday evening 

Free weekly schedules—fully computerized 

Never a busy signal—35 well trained, multi-lingual speaking clerks 

Account activation within 30 minutes or your first bet is on us 

All bets are recorded and all discrepancies resolved immediately 

Payouts seven days a week by Federal Express or Western Union within 24 hours 

Special Signing Bonuses 

No sign-up feesl 10% sign-up bonus or free future play on Super Bowl '98 

5% vig on your favorite team all season long—no limits 

Refer a friend for a $50 credit to your account 

Ask about our free sports pager for qualified customers 

i \ ’ v,4r. ~r. ' 

1 * nr XT- rr4 
Half-time lines and totals 

Money lines on all NFL & college TV games 

Co liege football totals 

Reverses, teasers, action points, parlays (2-15 teams) 

Use our parlay or teaser fax line (268-480-5100) 
Yf 

7J rum 
11 

N.A.S.A. SPORTS 

Odds to Win 

'98 Super Bowl 

Green Bay Packers 3/1 

Dallas Cowboys 5/i 
San Francisco 49^5 9/2 

Denver Broncos 10/1 

Pittsburgh Steelers 12/1 

Carolina Panthers 12/1 

New England Patriots 15/1 

Jacksonville jaguars 15/1 

Kansas City Chiefs 15/1 

Miamf Dolphins 15/1 

Oakland Raiders 15/1 

Philadelphia Eagles 20/1 

Detroit Lions 
(ndianapohs Colts 25ft 

Buffalo Gills 30/1 

San Diego Chargers 30/1 

Tennessee Oilers 30/1 
Washington Redskins 35/I 
Chicago Sears 33A 
Cincinnati Sengals 35/1 
Minnesota Vikings 40/I 
Seattle Seahawks 40/1 

New York Giants 50/1 

Tampa Bay Buccaneers 60/I 

Arizona Cardinals 6o/i 
Baltimore Ravens 60/1 

St. Louis Rams 70/1 

Atlanta Falcons 80/1 

New Orleans Saints 8o/i 
New York Jets 100/1 

You bet weVe the best! 

Start winning now! 
Call toll-fTee 1-888-999-BETS to sign up 

2 3 8 7 

For international calls 268-480-5105 
Visit out web site at www.betonsports.com 
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ADVICE BOOKS/PUBUGATIQNS MUSIC PHONE SERVICES 

TWIN VISION 
presents 

** The Best of the Best ** 

(900) 860-5777 
EsW&hed tQS9, still only S3_25/min. 

* Pamela ('MEL") PhilQDS* TAPOT 
LuaUing reader iiiUSA RelaliDi iSJ npS 

* Mattfiew Pin #1007 ■ CLAIRAUDIENT 
Reads fo* U.S. Presidwis 

* Guest Star Pin #1010 
A Famous Psychic visits-. 

Hie Psychic Institute nas iaied os 
ir America ten he past two years 

AUDIO/VIDEO 

Who Killed Kennedy? Record 

ings, phorographsj literature. Cat¬ 

alogue: $2.00. Archives, Box 2, 

Beacons field, Quebec, H9W 

5T6. 

Listen to cordless phones, cellu¬ 

lar and more. Modified hand¬ 

held scanner receives all. Fre¬ 

quency list included $179. 30- 

day trial. 6-month warranty, 

MC/VI5A/COD. (314) 569- 

1860. Confidential. 

Fifty of the World’s Greatest 

Dating Tips, For a complete guide, 

send check or MO for $2.50 to: 

Thoughtful Things, P.O, Box 287, 

Milford, NJ 08848. 

CATALOGS 

Nude Celebrity Photos! Movie 

and television stars. Catalog: 

$2,00, Prime Media, Box 2253, 

Blasddl, NY 14219. 

EDUCATION 

Termpaper Assistance. 19,278 

papers available! 306-page cata¬ 

log-rush $2.00. Research, 11322 

Idaho, #206SP„ Los Angeles, 

90025, Toll-free: (800) 351-0222 

or www.researchassistance.com 

GIFTS 

Dicks of America. The world 

famous club, newsletter, and gift 

catalog for Richards! Free info: 

P.O, Box 600782-S, San Diego, 

CA 92160 or (619)286-5448, 

HEALTH/FITNESS 

Publisher with 75-ynar tradition. 

“Authors Guide to Subsidy Pub¬ 

lishing." (800) 695-9599. 

Cable Descrambler Kit. Only 

$14*9 51 Why pay hundreds more? 
(800)752-1389. 

PLAY BY EAR 
in only 8 days! 

* Write your awn sorties 
■ Instantly learr 30 chords 
•Mwiey back guarantee1 

SI &■ to BENNY SINGER PLAY BY EAR dept 63 
2S2SNewpon Bbri Sie 130. NwfnftBchCA'9BB63 

PERSONALS 

Asian Women desire marriage! 
Sunshine International Corre¬ 
spondence, Box 5500-AE, Kailua- 
Kona, HI 96745-5500* (808) 
325-7707. htip://suushinc- 
girls.com 

Russian Ladies,, truly beautiful, 
educated, seek romance: 3,000 
selected from 80,000+ applicants. 
Exciting tours, videos. Free color 
photocatalog! Euro219, P.G.B. 
888851, Atlanta, GA 30356. 
(770) 458-0909. 

Russian Ladies — Beautiful, edu¬ 
cated seek love, romance with 
American men of all ages. Free 
color catalog. Anastasia, Box 
906-SY, Winchester, KY 40392. 
(888) 428-9178 (24 hours), 
www. r ussian bride „ co m 

Latin Ladies! Mexico - South 
America. Magazines, videos, 
tours. T.L.C., Box 924994 SY, 
Houston, TX 77292-4994. (713) 
896-9224. 

PHONE SERVICES 

Home phone of single girls in 
your area! (900) 884-1400, 
Extension 149, $2.95/minute. 
18+ TTP TMPLVNV. 

Foxy Girls Seeking Older Guys! 
Local names/phone numbers, 
(900) 420-0420, Ext, 171. 
$2.95/minute. 18+. 

Backdoor Bamhi — Home alone. 

(800) 932-0690, (800) 560- 
GIRL. Must be 18+. 

Sizzling hot. Live phone sex. (800) 
23B-LTVTL $ 1,69/mi mite. 21+. 

Cheap and nasty! Call now. 

Backdoor Bambi, 011-592-597- 
896. Ultra Hardcore, 011-509- 
900-034. Inti ID, 18+, 

Hot, live phone sex. Live 1-on-l. 

,99<f/minute. 21+. (212) 741- 
1202, 

Eavesdrop Line, Secretly listen to 

hot ph one sex calls! (212) 691- 

2444. .99c/minute. 21+. 

XXX Fantasy Personals, (900) 

725-2433. $2*98/mmure. (800) 

306-2662. Men and women place 

your own personal ad. Free: (800) 

749-3733. 18k 

Sexy fantasies. (800) 825-6622. 

Adults over 18 only. 

Real sex samples. (800) 947- 
4066. Adults over 18 only, 
-     -a.J -.j ... . 

Hot phone sex, (800) 416-6505. 

Adults over 18 only. 

Amber's X-Rated Talk Line. 

$ 1.00/minute. (212) 741- 

SEXY. 2I + . 

Dom matrix! Free inquiry: (90S) 

284-8040. Erudite fetish conver¬ 

sation. Love - Lynne. Other dom¬ 

inant/submissive ladies: (704) 

559-4111. 
....... ...j.....i.;-. I. i . .a ...... ....... .....Li. ..i.. , - - - - 

Man to Man, (800) 676-6766. 
$2.00/minute, V/MC or (900) 

537-6366. $1.69/minute. I 8+* 
NPP, NV. 

Free Party Lines, (520) 718- 
5443, (702) 748-7878. 10*- 
25t?/minute. I8+. 

Pleasure Dome: (268) 404- 

4414, Adult partyline-, 1-1. Gay: 

(268) 404-4410, I8+, IncM toll 
i 1 - ■ -    + i -i - ■     ++ -- 

Award-winning B&D/S&M/ 

fetish offerings with love from 

Nancy Ava Miller, (201) 

300-8080; (412) 284-5088. 
www.peplove.com 

Call bdbm ym comd $2.00/minutt 
Live 1-on-l, no gimmicks. V/MC/ 

checks. 18+, (800) 932-0239. 

1 always come here! Live, (800) 

933-0239, $2,00/minute, cc and 

checks. 18+. 

I’m getting off soon, join me! 

Live 1-on-I. V/MC/checks. 18+. 

$2.0O/minute, (800) 920-2061. 

For a good time call Mona! Live 

L-on-1. V/MC/checks, 18+, $2.00/ 

minute. (800) 772-4088. 

Hot party line (914) 346-2300, 

hot action (268) 404-4485* 
adults/reg. Id, rates/Intl toll only. 
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PHONE SERVICES PHONE SERVICES PHONE SERVICES PSYCHICS 

Free p&rtylines! 24-hour Vegas 

Scene, (702) 748-7900; Any¬ 

thing Goes in Arizona* (520) 

7 I 8-5476; Guy 2 Guy - The 

Men’s Club, (664) 410-2016. 

Regular long distance applies. 

18+* 

Confession Hoc Line! (900) 

288-7325, Extension 134. 

S2.95/minute, 18 + . TTP TMP 

LV. 

Explicit hardcore talk! The nas¬ 

tiest around. $ L9&/mitiute/l8+. 

www,WEI 5.com (.800) 608- 

1QN1 (1661). (900) 537-6667, 

Discover and explore the dark 

side of your fantasies. (900) 993- 

8776, $2.99/minute. 

Kinky Older Women. Be my 

boy toy! (800) 335-1018. (900) 

993-7102. !Sk $2.50+/minute. 
b ri ■ ■ ■ i ■ ■ i li ■ II ■■ n i X r ■ lirriiiriairiiiniin I ■ ■ i ■irriiiniir 

Horny Gay H.S. Studs. Local 

names/numbers, (800) 963- 

2697. (900) 993-7038. 18 + , 

S2.50+/minute. 

Horny Young TS/TVs 4 Fetish¬ 

es. Walk rhe wild side! (800) 

349-7688. (900) 993-1523. 18k 

$2.504/minute. 

Horny Young Black Girls. (800) 

697-7933. (900) 993-4814. 18+. 

$2.5GWminute, 

Horny Oriental Girls. Oh baby, 

me so horny! (800) 2 3 7-4999, 
(900) 993-9002. 184, $2,504/ 

minute. 

Cheatin’ Young Wives. Local 

names/numbers, (800) 351- 

3455. (900) 435-1625, 1S + . 

$2.50+/minuce. 

“Spicy” Hispanic Girls, 

Cahente! (800) 200-1806. (900) 

993-0095, 18+, $2,504/minute. 

Horny Strippers Want Sex! 

(800) 695-2385. (900) 993- 

446 L I84, $2,50+/mmute. 

Horny H.S, Seniors, Local 

names/numbers, (800) 906- 

5378. (900) 993-7493. 18 + . 

$2.504/minute. 

Rated! Best Phone Sex. 

Housewives* students, ethnic 

girls, (800) 692-4688. (900) 

435-5778. 184. $2.504/minute, 

Enter the Gay Pleasuredome. 

Call; (914) 346-1887, As low as 

10C/minute. I 84, Reg, toll 

applies. 

Free! Cay Action, (919) 719- 

4MEN (4636) Adults over IS 

only. Reg. toll applies. 

Sizzling beach party, (217) 873- 
0098. Come get into the groove. 
24 hours/day. I84. Reg. toll, 

! 1 - r H - r; - - r ■ fri - r i ■? - r-» - r h-ri -H->ti pH‘ H 

Men 4 Men! (473) 407-8085. 
Ho: horny surds await your call. 

184. Inti toll. 

VIDEOS 

French Lolitas at Riviera beaches, 
Video; $50* Catalog $2,00. Brazil 
Video, Box 8572. La Jolla* CA 
92038. 

Uncensored videos! Nudist, adult, 

more. Catalog; FPS-CartiervlIle, 
Box 112, Sain: Laurent* Canada 

H4R 2V7. 
__i.JI.-l. l.bU.kIJ.I l-l „ I lliti.iiiii i..i..l..ili.L..klJlll4L 

Adult Video catalog! Si.00, Blue 
Paradise, Department SP11, 

P.O.R, 492357, im Angeles, CA 

90049. 

KENNY KINGSTON PSYCHIC HOT LI NT- 

FHf MOST IMPORTANT PHONE MU 

m 

c 

M’tSe Afraid. Call imw 
24IWI Ofilf lS199»™ii 

BD0-454-2061 
•rvi -cipjri rj.d .-r<V t.j; 

1-800-4744781 

fIW14M 

i-ra*-dJ5H 

_ l&iBS 
■ .. v. I.-. V ■ -w . ,|. M 0-'i, 

W.i, ■■ ", ■■ 

A PSYCHIC LINT A 

THAI YOU CAN AFFORD! A 
We wan t need to predict your lintineuil ruin 
because you jtisi got charge fl 53.9S pei mm. 

LIVE TAROT READINGS! 
Talk live win (iral&sstcna! psytincs.. You pay 

NO '][;(!' CHARGES! * Dial Direct HOW! 

1-268-404-7392 
.. ... . ■ ■ - < ■ I >U 'll . I I 

Sample Master Psychics 

Try It Free 

1-800-789-8116 
Adults over 18 only. 

J l$aM4IMMfEMiIBB&anKQn9WiE&a^MiaHHMHi 

READ SPY CLASSIFIEDS 
For advertising rates and information, 

call: (800) 237-9851 
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STORE ^■TD * 
Tl» n*ii* „ 
^ * h * 

* Private investigations 

* Hidden Video 

* Body Cameras 

* Telephone sweep 

* Alarms ■ Recorders 

\ * Body Armor 

* Metal Detectors 

•Surveillance Vans 

• Bomb Dogs 

* Explosive Detection 

We carry tools of the trade 

212-366-6466 
173 Christopher Street 

New York City 10014 
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FORMER EMPLOYEE 

Mv Dream Lunch with 
IVI ariah 'S EX-EMPLOYEE. HlS 

Name is "Alex/' and he's pretty steamed, by cara david 

Mariah Carey 

Despite a string of strategic duets with 

rappers like Puff Daddy and 0I1 Dirty 

Bastard, the multi-re cord-selling singer 

of "Oreamlover" and “Fantasy" has 

never had the respect of the hip-hop 

generation. But who knew she was also 

something of a cow to work for. 

So, you were art employee of Mariah Carey? 

Not really. I was actually an employee of Sony mu¬ 

sic. But everyone who was an employee of Moriah 

was patd by Sony, so it was like l was an employes 

oj Mariah!s. 

What was it like working for Mariah? 

Working with her it was always a question of being 

very canful in everything you did—everything had 

to be perfect for "The Queen. "It was like living in 

fear It was a reign of terror. 

Like how? 

One rime I had to get Moriah's dinner for her. I was 

sent to some nice Italian restaurant. And, as I was 

carrying it back. I realized that I was holding it 

sideways, and l might have mushed it a little bit. 

And with all the firings going on, I really didn't 

want to deal u-ith that situation. Sol went up to the 

room where they take care of the catering, and I said 

I had the food. And they said, "Oh yeah, just lake 

it into Studio C" And I said that I really didn't 

want to do that, and they satd, ’Come on, just bring 

it in! IPs no big deal!" And / absolutely refused, 

and so one of the women had to bring it in. And sloe 

got completely balled out. 

Do you know what food it was you picked up 

from the Italian restaurant? 

Um, I think it was bow-tie pasta in garlic sauce 

with salmon, and then there was another time when 

it was a caesar salad and tuna carpaccio. 

Was there any visible evidence of seepage? 

No, not really. But it was one of those tin foil con¬ 

tainers with a plastic top, and the food was smashed 

up against the plastic. And so there uas evidence that 

the dak had been upside down, 

Oo you think in any subconscious sense you 

were attempting to “mush" Mariah’s food? 

Definitely not, I was totally afraid that I might lose 

my job and I was specifically afraid of doing any ¬ 

thing like turning the hag upside doum or anything. 

So how did the food end up upside down? 

When they gate me the bag at the restaurant„ it 

was like. -„ / didn 't know the orientation of the dish 

in the bag., - 

So it was the restaurant's fault? 

No, no, it was my fault. 

Have you ever considered that maybe the 

majority of geniuses are anal perfectionists a 

la Mariah Carey? 

No, not at all. Anyway, she isn 't a genius. Do you 

mean the fact that she multi-tracks everything and 

listens to each voice a million times?..,I think 

there's an element of striving for perfection that's to¬ 

tally a part of being a genius, but working so hard, 

/ think, suggests she’s not a genius, Busting every¬ 

one's butt...I don't think she's that great a singer. 

She's just what they call a studio rat. She spends all 

of this time in the studio, listening to the different 

tracks again and again until each wwd is the best 

it can possibly be, but it doesn 't work in Iter live 

shows. She's not that great a live singer. She's just 

pastiche editing and fantasy. 

Who’s cooler, you or Mariah Carey? 

Ale, definitely. Mariah has everything and lives in 

this total fantasy world. But it's made her a bossy 

prtma donna. 

On a scale of one to ten, how disgruntled are 

you? 

Eight, but that has much more to do with the Sony 

environment in general. You're not a human being 

when there's a superstar nearby. You’re just incred¬ 

ibly small: you're a nothingness of nothing. It's all 

about the superstar; it’s all about Mariah. You 

don’t nuttier, And i guess that made me fed really 

pretty disgruntled, 

What are you wearing? 

Calvin Klein wool pants and a whin Banana 

Republic cotton collar shirt. Blue socks from the Gap, 

Jenny & shoes. 

Thanks for taking the time to share your ex¬ 

periences with us. 

Not at all. As cheesy as it sounds, it actually feels 

good to finally talk about it, 
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Enjoy Red Label Responsibly 

Schteffeftn & Sercsewi Ox. Atew Ufa*, N. 

jlohnnic Wafer1 Red Labe/ , Blended ketch VW 

40%Ak.m. tm 


